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A Winning Strategy In
Gearing Technology.

Four leaders in gear manufacturing technology
have combined technical experience to provide gear
makers an unparalleled resource for creating world
class gear production capability.

We call it Sigma Pool. And the combined product
range includes bevel gear cutting and grinding
machines, gear hobbing and shaping machines,
parallel axis grinding machines, gear measuring

centers, and hob sharp ning machines, as well as
gear cuttingtools, Plus automation of work han-
dling, and even complete plant installations.

The result is a winning strategy for making gears
of virtuallyany type to the highest quality levels, in
shorter cycles, and at lowest practical per-piece co t.
Contact Liebherr, 1465 Woodland Drive, Saline ..MI,
313.429.7225.
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PU'BlilSHER'S PAGE

FINDING TOMORROW'S LEADERS

The passage last yea. 01 both AFfA and GAIT has gone a long way toward leveling the playing field for American man-
ufacturers and others hoping to compete in the global economy. Add to this news the fact that the domestic economy keeps
growing, and it seems as though good. times are ahead for the gear industry.

Which is not to say our industry still does not have 10 face some difficult issues. Recently. the president. of one of our lead-
.ing gear machine manufacturing companies put his finger on one of them: Where is the next generation of managerial leader-
ship to come from in am industry?

The executive we spoke with reminisced about the days twenty-five 10 thirty years ago when he and his counterparts in
other gear companies came to work. as newly minted engineers, learning the rudiments of the gear business and setting their
sights on the managerialtrack. Now he looks behind him to see who's going to fill his shoes and sees .... no one.

This should not. be read as arrogance on his part. The fact is that our industry has not done a very good job of recruiting
bright. young engineers. TIle ones we have are good, but there simply aren't enough of them. Furthermore. our engineering
schools (with a few notable exceptions) haven', done 1I very good job of (mining people in gear design and manufacturing.
This specialized field gels short shrift in their curricula.

There are a number of reasons for this. Other fields, notably environmental science and computer hardware and software
design. appear to be much mare exciting. glamorous and potentially lucrative to technically gifted Generation X-ers, and lillie
effort has gone into correcting this mistaken impression. Gearing is also a small piece of the much larger manufacturing indus-
try pie and tends to gel. overlooked. Cost pressures have forced a number of companies running first-rate, in-house gear train-
ing programs to close them down. The decade-long litany that manufacturing as a whole is doomed in the U.S. hasn't helped
draw young people to the field either.

But. the issue of the scarcity of good people in the leadership pipeline is not one we can overlook,
The gear industry has attempted 10 address the problem on the shop floor level in a number of ways. Working with local

schools (See page 14 of our May/June 1994 issue) is a step in the right direction, but such efforts are few. and much needs to
be done 10 expand these joint ventures.

Engineering the problem out of existence is another approach. One of the forces driving CNC software development is the
need 10 make machines that require fewer and fewer skills on the part of the operators .. This solution is all. right as far as it
goes, but al] it does is push the problem up the line. Somebody who understands gear
design, development and manufacturing has to program the machines to make the decisions
the operators are no longer trained to make. And we're not doing a very good job of train-
ing people to do that either.

In the meantime, our overseas competitors continue to have the advantage of a pool of
highly trained people to till their managerial slots, In both Europe and Asia, there are a
number of excellent doctoral programs in gearing and, perhaps more important, the under-
graduate programs to support them.

As with most complex problems. the solutions are not. always imple or even immedi-
ately obvious, but we have La begin somewhere. A greater interest in and ~Upp011 for the
schools and organizations that are training our next generation of leaders is a start. So are
conversations with these institutions wherein we make clear what kind of training we need
and explore ways to help provide that training. More aggressive selling of the opportunities
at our companies at university job fairs and employment bureaus by both individual com-
panies and industry organizations couldn't hurt either. either would the careful nurturing of people we already have on staff
(perhaps even through funding some OF all of their advanced training).

The fact is, having leveled the playing field in terms of trade barriers, we still. have to play catch-Up ball in other areas, And
as the coach of any successful ream will tell you, if you plan to win games two. three or five seasons down the road, you have

'0 looklo what's going on with recruiting and training today. . '. J? ...L _

Michael G dstein, PUb'==-Chief
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1 BOOKREVIIEWS _

F'YI...Nlelw Books for
Gear Engineers

Encyclopedic Dicnor,ary of Gears
and Gearing by David W. South &
Richard H, Ewert. McGraw-Hifl,
1995. Inthe front of this book: is a
Chinese proverb, "The beginning of
wisdom isto call things by their right.
name." [f that's the case, then this
book is the beginning of gear wisdom.
h contains some 400 pages of gear
terminology from "Acm:' the tempera-
ture of phase changes at equilibrium,
10 "zone of action," plus separate
appendices of nomenclature for grind-
ing, gaging, hobs, shaving cutters and
milling cutlers. The explanations are
dear and concise, the charts useful
and the diagrams revealing, Whether
you speak fluent "gearing" or are a
novice in the field, this isa useful ref-
erence book.

Gear Geometry and Applied The-
ory by Faydor L. Litvin, Prentice-
Hall, 1994. Dr. Litvin is one of the
important gear geometricians wo:rking
in the United States today, and this
book i a compilation of his years of
experience in the field. It gives the
mathematics for computer calculation
of all the types of gears used in indus-
try, including orne of the most com-
plex worms, hypoids and helicoids,
The book also includes chapters on
overwire measurements, generation of
urfaces with CNC machines and

coordinate measuremenl.s .. An expan-
sion on andcornplement to his earlier
NASA publjcation, The Theory of
Gearing, (1989), this is an important
book for all gear designers, In his
foreword 10 the book, Darle Dudley
calls it "indespensible."

The Handbook of Practical Gear
.DesiglJ by Dade W. Dudley, Tech-
nomic Publishing Co .. 1994. This is
not a new book, but it belongs on

every gear designer's shelf. If you've
never seen this book or if your own
copy has begun to disintegrate with
use or has migrated to an unknown
bookshelf, help is on the way. Tech-
nomic Publishing Co. lnc., of Lan-
caster, PA, has acquired the copyright
and is nowthe exclusive distributor of
this classic, which covers all you need
to know about designing gears, from
preliminary considerations to the
kinds and cau es of gear failures and
special de ign problems.

Heat Treating: Equtpmen: and
Processes, ASM International. 1994.
This book: contains tlile proceedings of
the ]994 International Heat Treating
Conference. Eighty papers, covering
every aspect of heat treating from fur-
nacesand power sources to environ-
mental considerations, are repro-
duced. [f you need to keep track of
where research and development in
heat treating are heading. this is a
good place to start ..

Heat Treatment in Fillidized Bed
Furnaces by R. W. Reynoldson, ASM
International 1994. Fluidized bed heat
treating is becoming more and more
popular today. This book: combines
theory with practical solutions to ques-
tions arising from this process. It is a
good introduction to this hear treating
technique. (Note: See p. 30 for an
excerpt from thi. book.) 0r---I----'I----II-'I
: ~URCES:

•1 ASM Inle~natiDnal IMcGraw-Kili
1-216-338-5151 1-800·2MGGRAW

I
I Prentlce-Hall Technomic Publishing
I 1-515-284-6761 1-800-233-9936

T'el,1Us What You Think,.,lf you found this
article of interest and/or useful, please
'circle Reader Service Number A-U6.
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All GMI bevel gear tools offer the same
high precision and high performance as
OEM tools. only at a significant savings!
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volume of material removed between
sharpening operations.

Strict manufacturing soecitlcatlons on
process and heat treatment guarantee high
quality throughout the tool life. Excellent
tooth finish is ensured by precision
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standards. they are all tested using state-of-
the-art control processes.

GMI bevel gear tools - the best value
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cutting tools.
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GEAR PROFilLES _

Dennis Gimpert of
Koepfer America

ThiS is the second' in our series of!
inleroie'Ws 'With the leaders in the gear
it,dustry. This interoiew is with Dennis
Gimperl, president of Koepfe:r America,
South Elgin, IL.

GT: What do you seea the state of
the American gear industry now?
DG: Fir t of all, we need to define
what the gear indu tty i . There are at
least five areas, The first and largest is
the automotive, truck and off-high-
way, which consumes two-thirds ofalJ
gear produced. It i the largest and
most important egment of the indus-
try. The second area ilarge gearing;
industrial. marine. cement plants,
thing of that nature. The third area i
job hop '. which upport the entire
indu try. Fourth, hand tools and frac-
riorral hor epower drive; and fifth.
instruments and aerospace.

The automotive area is [he
rrongest it has been in decades. This

market is extremely "hot," not only in
Ihe United States. but also in the
emerging market. of A ia, China and
South America. This segment will
probably represent the biggest com-
petitive challenge inthe future for
U.S. manufacturers. In the large gear
shop egment •.my irnpres ion i that
they ti'll have over-capacity from the
defense buildup. which is now flat or
in depre ion. Job hop thai support
the industry are 'bu yand challenged
'10 meet their cu tomers' needs. The
founh segment. hand tools. fractional
dri es, eIC .• is also busy. The fifth
area, instruments and aerospace, is
fial. which goes along with defense ..

~ !

GT: Where do you see the gear
industry going into the year 2000 ?
DG: For the autemotjvemdustry, with
it captive gear manufacturrng and
cornpanie that supportthat indu try,
the biggest challenge win be the
emerging international markets, in par-
ticular China. Asia and South America. :
How they re pond to thoe markets
will determine if they gain that busi-
ne throughout. the world. In addition
to the Asian and South American mar- :
kef. we shouldn't forget the Eastern :
Bloc of Europe that is struggling
through ills emergence into a capitalis-

DG:. I think it really refer to govern-
menlo s influence on manufacturing.
Clearly one 01" the area. of trade that has

been re. trictedto us has been parts of
A ia. One of the purpo s of 'GAIT is
to knock down. orne of those trade bar-
riers. Whether it win accomplish that
andat what co I...I am not ure, n
equally important area we've lost sight
of ha been government cooperation
and support of manufacturing. The
reestabl ishrnentof an investment lax
credit and accelerated depreciation
would be welcome measures to increase
the productivity of our country.

GT: You characterized the aero-
space indIO try as flat. Do you ee
dowo the road an evolution or
change in the aerospace industry?
DG: Aero 'pace i primarily related [0

commercial and defense aviation.
Certainly the commercial aviation
industry in the United States, Boeing.
McDonnell Douglas. is 'being chal-
lenged by the European consortium
and potentially by the Asian consortia
The defense industry, which has been
totally captive, is now open 10 an
international market, and our defense
ystems include a lot of off hore com-

ric system. They are in a position to : ponents, This new world market will
consume many products. The e mar- require increased efficiencies W

ketsare going [Q present a challenge 10 remain cornperitive.
U.S. indu try because tho e areas are
so different from North American mar-
ket.. The culture. the economy and the
pay structures of these markets differ,
notthe quality and not the technology,

GT: Whal about strengths and
weaknesses of the Amerfcan gear
indutry?
DG: m think you call look at what
change have occurred in the gear

GT: S,peaking of trade status, what i indu try, and the largest Ingle change
are your thoughts on GATT? lthat I've seen is in quality improve-

~"'RCH APRIL 1995 11



GEAiR PROF,liLES; _

men! in the gear elements themselves.
I think everyone has always said he or
she made a quality component. but I
think that today they are actually
doing it and being more truthful with
themselves. Today it's both e sential
and practical to use some analytical
gear inspection equipment. and if you
look at the major suppliers like M&M.
Zeiss-Hofler and Klingelnberg, they
provide accurate. flexible, efficient
machines tha .• inspect gears quickly
and withoutan eperator's influence or
interpretation. The cost of these sys-
tems has gone down in relation to the
cost of other capital equipment. So
when I lookat our customers and oth-
er in themdustry, ] think that they are
truly making a higher quality compo-
nent today.

GT: We read more and more about
en-machine lnspectisn as epposed to
eparare machines for inspection.

How prevalent is on-machine inspec-
tion? How fast is it. coming?
DG: One of the problems that [ see
with on-machine inspection is that the
!lobbing. shaping and other processes
used to produce gears are chip-making
processes. This creates an environment
thai. is not :friendly for inspection. To
overcome that environment will re-
quire systems that are overlyexpensive
and complicated to integrate with the
machine. There are systems certainly
that can do it. but they are slow, costly
and not yet practical.

GT: Wbat, about Koepfer? Where L
O'IU ,comp'any going in 'terms IOf

product, markets and pbilo opby
lin the next Sil to eight years.
OG: Over the last 20 years, there have
been repeated changes in technology
and products. First a machine tool
improvement" followed by a cutting
tool. improvement, followed by anoth-
er machine tool improvement and so
on. It appears today that cutting tool
are emerging once more as the leader
over the machine tools. In particular

12 GEAR T~CIH/QlOGY

with carbide and cermet tools. the
machines are now limiting the correct
application of these cutters. It isappar-
enr rhat it is practical W use much
higher surface speeds with these tools
than machines are capable of today.
One of the major problems we all face
is the comrnerciatly available servo
ysterns used. Standardcomrrrercial

spindle drives have a practical. limit
today of 5,000. rpm, and that is 100

slow for the next generation of
machines .. If we look at where we
have to go, it has to be to u e the cut-
ting tools that are available but not.

being pushed to the limit.

GT: Are theservodrtve manufac-
turers addressing that problem?
OG: I think it is simHar tOlhe devel-
opment of CNC bobbing and CNC
shaping machine .. Initially the equip-
men! manufacturers developed black:

Quality has both objectivt ."d

su/Jjecti'Oecompo"mts, ."d they

do" 't ./ways m.tch ul. 0,. en

forming tomlletely ul 10sl.,.-

dards. but it ma1 h.'Ot .,"-

ceiwd rpudity jmJNnn.

-DmniJGimpm

boxes to solve the problem of the
kinematic link between the tool and
the work ..There was nota commercial
unit available to solve this problem.
The fITS! electronic hobbing machines
were introduced in the 70s w:ith the e
black boxes, and it reaUy wasn't until
a decade later that standard CNC hard-
ware was used. So m think it will be a
supply and demand issue.

GT: Wha.t about Koeplier's philoSD-
phy and mark.e* direction?
DG: We are an international company
and we've done busine s throughout

the world for over 100 years. Our mar-
kets include Europe, North America,
Asia-the entire world, We have been
doIng business with China. for many
years. Historically China has always
been politically volatile, and as such,
we have conducted our business with
them cautiously, but we remain opti-
mistic about the largest population
group in the world ..

One unique feature of our company
has been ou:r empha i on tile niche
markets. We grew up from the instru-
ment and clock industry and have
become larger both as a company and
as an equipment manafacturer, Today
we emphasize not the largest area of
the market, which i.s automotive, but
perhaps the next largest .areas-job
shops, hand tools, inatruments and
aerospace ..This has allowed 'us to per-
sonalize our technical support to the
customer, which gives us an advan-
tage. Manufacturers have been forced
to become more agile in their manu-
facturing philo ophy. We respond to
this niche market and the agile manu-
facturing required.

GT: Where do you see that taking
you. in t,ermsoli' new Iproducts or new
designs?
DG: Today I think the concept is
beyond HT as .it applies to the total
manufacl11ring environment, including
lean management. direct. interface to
the shop floor, fewer levels of man-
agement and cellular concepts of man-
ufacturing. AU of this reduces the
work prooess and increa es the annual
tums with smaller lot sizes. As me lot
sizes have decreased. a need for quick-
er changeover and setup of eqnipment
has emerged .. We emphasize quick
setup and extreme flexibility inthe
machines, we produce.

The markets we are in have a
requirement for a compact machine,
And yet the machines being built
today are the largest and heaviest ever
built. Th.isis a requirement ofthe
emerging cutting tool technologie .



Although the physical size and weight
of the machines have increased. the
size of the gears that can be produced
are similar.

GT: How do you define ,quanty?
DG: Quality has both objective and
ubjective cornponeats, andthey don't

always match up. 011 an objective
ba is, a gear may be performing com-
pletely up to standards. bUI it may
have a perceived quality problem. One
of our customers, a major producer of
hand tool, utilizes a simple inspection
al the end of the assembly line. The
hand tool is plugged in and someone

listens to il. Thattool may be rejected
or accepted based upon the perceived
quality of it. which is determined by a
personal evaluation of whether the tool
is "tao noisy." Although that hand tool
may have performed for years at the
same noise level. the company would
no longer ship it. This "perceived qual-
ity" originally created atremendou ,
problem for them. Since then, we have
identified the problem and worked

GT: What do you see as the role for
AGMA in the gear industry for the ~
next 10 years? 1

DG: I think that AOMA is an essential;
element in our indu try. ~ would like
10 take that a step further and say that
the new leaders and personnel in
AOMA have made changes that are ~
very positive, These changes include:
!.hehands-on gear school. a closer link
10 the international standard groups
working throughout the world. the.

GMA Gear Expo. etc, My large I ;

di appointment, and it' not nece sari-
Iy directed to A'GMA. is the difficulty
of reaching the many gear companies.
in the United States and OEMs that
produce gears. Most people who an in
gear shops and who produce gears as a
captive market are not members of
AGMA. Yet that gear may be an
important part of their product. As I
ee it, two of the biggest challenge

for AGMA are. fir r, to continue to
guide the tandard towards an mter-
national standard so that our product ;
can he accepted worldwide: and ec-!
ond, to gain acceptance by a broader :
group of members and incorporate
those people into the association.

and Ills made i'n AMERI.CA!

GT: What are your feelin IS ,a,bo:ut.:
ISO 9000 as a ,quality standard'!
DG: I see ISO 9000 as a method of
manufacturing a product to its design
criteria, I do not see i[ as a method of
producing a "quality" product or a
competitiveproduct or a product that is
"marketable." It is a philosophy of
manufacturing a product [0 a tandard;
therefore. it can be potentially a method
[0 produce junk very consi tently. I
thin'k.AOMA and the ISO . tandards are
effective when used w.i!.hcorrect statis-
tical process control and in pection .
techniques. They can provide quality
components 1.0 the industry ..

ANJ Systems Co. announces that it is
now a manufacturing source of spiral
gear roughing and finishing cutters
and bodies.
We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of S'through
12' at present
ANJ can also supply roughing and

; finishing cutters, hardware and
. replacement parts for most 5' - 12'
diameter bodies.
Whether it's service or manufacturing,
consider us as an alternative source
for replacement parts and hardware as
well as bodies and cutters. You'll be in
for a pleasant surprise.

6' 2 Harrison' Royal Oak. Michigan 48067
INEWI :Stralght Bevel Cutters. Telephone (810J 544-3852 '. FAX (810)589·1690
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with them to improve the actual. qual.ity
of the components. The tool runs more
quietly now, and the perceived quality
is no longer a problem.
'GT: Where do you see CNCgoing.,
and where do you thinlk iCshould go?
DG: The PC system can be an effec-
tive interface tool for the operator, the
manufacturing engineers and the gear
manefacjuring machine. A an inter-
face tool. the p. could perform off-

line programming, obtain sratisncal
data and control auxiliary functions. I
don't think that the existing P system
wi II be effective as a machine tool
control directly. It is a serial data
device. It crunches one piece of data at
a time. although faster and faster as
the chips gel better. Mo t gear manu-
facturing machine requite parallel .
processing of data to perform multiple
functions simuhaneously. C C

NO MIORE PLATFIORMS
Wi'lh iRed Ring BV..l'

Red Ring revolutionized the broaching industry with its
innovative BV-T series=- the first vertical design that

ellminates the need for pits, platforms. and even
production-line alterations. The BV-T systems are

compact, easy to integrate, allow ground-tloor
access, and simple mainrenaace. Variable

positioning permits workpiece loading and
unloading at either the top or bottom of the

stroke. finally, to speed-upthe entire
production process, Red Ring offers an

automatic loader that ensures quick,
reliable workpiece loading.

lfeat,ures:
Cl Eliminates Pits & Platforms
OJ Facilitates Set-ups, Changeovers
Cl Versatile Top or BoUom

Loading /Unloading
Available with Automatic Load ing;

01 Easy Production Line Integration
o Simplifies Maintenance
o Improves Production Efficiency
o Compact Design

~
~

For more information on the
BV -T series, or the entire line of
Red Ring products, call or write:

National Broach- - . -- Machine Co.
Your.Answer For Gear Manufacturing

17500 Twenty-Three Mile Road Macomb, Michigan 48044
Phone: 81O~263-0100' Fax: 81'0-263-4571

------ -

---

CIRCLE 04-13 QIIIREADER: REPLY CA'RD
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machine tools need special computer
systems. The operational speeds of
those systems will rise asthe use of
carbide and cermet tools increases.

GT: 00 you see mor-e control IQf the
machine from..3 remote as opposed
to on- "tte, hands-en opera,ion?
DG: It' a mixed bag. In our particular
market. we see that the number of
required programs is limited. They can
be easily stored in the CNC control
systems and recalled with tool off ets
performed for size changes as
required. DNe for our type of equip-
rneru is really not necessary. Pro-
gramming will remain at the machine
becau e of its simplicity.

GT: .Any other tnpics you would like
toaddre s?
DG: One area has been an improved
understanding of the gear and the
qualitybeing produced in the industry
as a whole. The technical knowledge

of the manufacturing personnel is bet-
ter today than it has ever been, People
understand that the blank. the fixture.
the cutting tool, (he machine and the
entire system influence the final quali-
ty of the gear,

An area of continued intere t is hard
finishing of component .. Heat treat-
ment of gears is still required for life
and durability. Although improved.
heat treatment is still a problem
because of the distoruonsproduced,
WIw would have dreamed that. there
would be ground gears in automotive
and motorcycle transmissions? Today
these products have ground gear- in
them at an extreme cost. If we look at

the niche market that Koepfer i
involved in. there is a strong interest in
hard fini hing techniques that 81'e eco-
nornical and productive. The area of
hard flni hing for improved subjective
as well as objective quality will contin-
ue to be important 0

T'eUUs What Y,uulhi'nk ...lf you found this
article of interest and/or useful" please
circle Reader Service INumber A-127.



systemsare
available to
putthe
finishing touch
onany
gear you
manufacture.

~I"··--_.".I.~
demand is made more afftcIant with
GMI.

Our machines are designed to be the
most flexible in the Industry, allowing
us to customize a system to best suit
your needs (including single flank
operations). Our systems can operate
on any size gears up to 200· 0.0. or
more. All systems feature convenient
state-of-the-art controls, automatic or
manual loading and are configured for
quick set-up with total accuracy and
repeatability. A machine can be tooled
for ring, spur or helical gears, pinions
and other parts. All machines can be
configured to operate in-line as part of
a manufacturing cell, expandable to
four heads and may be used in a wet
grinding configuration.

Contact GMI to see how our versatile
deburring/chamfering, machines can
finish the gears you've started.

The flexible arms can be
fitted with conventional grinding
wheels, GBN, pencil grinders, or
milling attachments, for maximum
versatility. Machines can also be
furnished with electric motors
(shown above) for brushing
operations.

-

GMI gives you the edge 10 emerge as a major player in a world economy.
- -

GMI
6708 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
CIRCLE .A·29 on READER SERVICE CARD



Ground in 13.5 Minutes

8.31 "

8 - - III.3I --
1.94 1/

17
2.38
0°
O 00-7 IIII.! I

0.,002 II

0.004 II

62HRc
AGMA 13

Total Grind~ng time: 13.5 min.
(includil1,g grinillng wh~1 dressing)

Ground with a dressable, corundum grindlng wheel using the profile gene-
rating grinding method and Hofler's deep feed grinding process - HOE

GEAR DATA:

Outside Diameter
Face width
NO'.of Teeth
D.E
Helix Angle
Grinding Stock per flank
Profile Modification
Lead Modifikation
Hardness
Quality

Hdfler, the better way to grind gears.

For more information, call or write to one of the following addresses:

Honer Corp,
P.O. Box. 127
Sky Mennr Rd.,
PiIIsloWII, N.J. 08867
Phone: (908) 996-6922
Tclcl'ax: (90S) 996-6977

i=IEIl
Corp.

1;11'111
Maschinenbau

Hon.er GmbH
P.o.. Box. 0452
76258 Ettlingeu
Germany
Phone: - 49 - 7243 - 599 - 0
Telefax: - 49 - 7243- 599 - 165
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For more information about a product or service featured
in an advertisement in this issue of Gear Technology. cir-
cle the appropriate reader service number on the Reader
Response Card and put the card in the mail.

ReaderService P,age
Advertiser Number Number

AfW Systems, Inc, 12 13

Ajax Magnethennic 21 !BC

Alpha Precision, Inc. 36 47
A rnerican Gear
Manufacturers Association 16 24

American Metal Treating Company 35 47

American Sykes Co. 5 4

Applied Process Inc. 19 45

ASM International 38 47

B~sic Incorporated Group 15 24

Becker, J.L. 23 41

Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co. 45 4

Diamond Black Technologies.Jnc. II 9

Fairlane Gear. Inc. 30 38
Gear Research Institute 24 42

Gleason Works 6 BC

GMI 7.29 '10,15

Hotler 16

Inductoheat 46 5

rrw Heartland 17 25

JRM Inrernarional 34 46

Jaseo Sun Heat Treating, Inc. 43 17

Liebherr 8 6

M & M Precision Systems 3 2

M & MPrecision Systems.
Master Gears/Spline Gages Div. 22 41

Manufacturing Technology. Inc. 41 17

McGraw-Hiu' 43

Merit Gear Corp. 20 4U

National Broach & Machine Co, 13 14

Parker Industries. InC'. 18 25
Pfauter/lllinois Tools Gear School

Pfauter-Maag CUlling Tools, L.P. 2.32 IFC.46

Process Industries 25.26 42,43

Pro-Gear Company, Inc, 31 46

Rota-Technology 33 46

Russell. Holbrook & Henderson 28 44

Schunk lntec 37 47

Shore Metal Technology. Inc. 42 17

Starcut Sales. Inc. 10 8

I Treat II Metals 40 17

United Tool Supply 47 38

Winter. Ems! & Son 39 47

ADVERTISING SECTION

JOB SHIOP/HEAT TREAT
SERVICES

Th. companl •• list.d below provide servlo .. to the , •• r
Indualry. For addltlolUlllnfonnationabout any of .... CGIIpI-
nl.. , cirel. theirnumllen 011 tile Reldtr hMoe Card.

liREAT ALL METALS IN'C,
For the past 25 years TAM
has been providing Milwau-
kee Gear and other large
gear companies with con-
slstent results. unique
,quality and service, both in
carburizing and nitriding.
Distortion and dimensional
control of gear. to within
.005" by die-quenching up
to 36" diameter. First mid-
west heat treater [SO 9002
certified.

Treat All Metals, Inc.
5140 N. Port W.ashington Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
414·962·2500 Ext. 1710

IFRICTION WEtDING
JOB SHOP

If MTJ'g machinery is not
in your plan, consider our
in-house job shop. No run

is 100 large or too small.
MachinerYilvililable for
material ranging from ,250
in, to 6 in. solid diameter or
43 :in.2 tubular steel. For
th is and other serv ices
available, contact

Manufacluring
Technology, Inc.
South Bend, TN
Fax: 219·233·9489

SSHORE
METAL

~. 'TECHNOl'OGY, inc.

SiHO:RE'S PHILOSOPHY
"Create sol utions to heat
treat problems"-call us
todayto form a partnership
and alleviate your stress!
Our 25 years of hands-on
metallurgical expertise.
coupled with state-of-the- ,
art equipment, assures top
quality carburizing, nitrid-
ing, hardening and cryo-
genic treating of your gears
every time.

Shore Metal
Technology, Inc,
5475 Avlon Park Drive
e~evelaml. OH 44143.
Phone 1·216·473·202.0

]·800·206·[9'36.

,Je:IOSUN
HEAT TREATINO INC

EXP.AND' YOUR,
'CAPAIB:ILlTIIES

JASeO SUN Heat Treating
provides fast turnaround
lime; extensive services.
including salt bath, vacuum.
gas nitriding, induction, car-
burizing, austempering and
straightening; Protection
your parts de ierve by del i\-
ering your order with our
own fleer of trucks. To push
those increased orders out
the door without capital
expansion, call:
,M,SeOS N
Heat Tnatillg Inc.
8.20Turk Hill Road
Fairpurt, NY 14450
Ph: 17(6)1388·1040, x, 223,
Fax: m6} 377·7226
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IN'CREM'IE'NTAL IMPROYEME'NTS MOY:E
HEAT TREATil!NGI iFRO'M ALCHEMY T'O
PREDIICTABILE PRO'CE,SS.

HEAT 'TREATING- The evil twin ofthe
gear processing family. Heat treating and post-
heat treating corrective processes can run up to
50% or more of the total gear manufacturing
cost, so it's easy to see wily, in these days
when "lean and mean" production is the rage,
and every part. of the manufacturing process is
under intense scrutiny. some of the har he t

light falls on heat treating,
If heat treating is still not as predictable,

consistent and manageable as everyone would
like, it's certainly not from lack of l.rying on
the part of the equipment manufacturers.

Some major equipment manufacturers ate
pushing the envelope oninduction hardening
and other selective hardening techniques. If
there is a single, identifiable trend in tech-
niques, it's the move toward induction harden-
ing. George Welch, Product Manager. Heat
Treat Products at Ajax Magnethermic, Warren.
OH, says. "Our goal is to replace carburizing
in many applications,"

Dr, Maurice Howes, Director of the lIT
Research Institute's Heat Treatment Center in
Melrose Park, JL, concurs. "The future proba-
bly lies with selective hardening," he says,

Induction hardening has many virtues, It
causes little distortion. and what distortion
there is, is predictable. It's an in-Line proce s,
seemingly tailor-made for companies moving
toward cell manufacturing. Materials can go
right from the cutter to heat treatment in the
production line,

According to Byron Taylor, President of
lnductoheat of Madi on Heights, MI, "In the
same fashion that various tooling machines
have become machining centers, various I

induction heating applications are now done on
one machine,"

Furthermore, induction hardening solves

But induction hardening equipment is
expensive, and it's best used in high-volume
applications.

Most gears are still heat treated using car-
burizing, and manufacturers of carburiztng
equipment are not resting on their laurels
either, Like their counterparts in induction
hardening, they are working toward lowering
costs, raising speed and repeatability and
addressing environmental concerns.

Says David Hughes, Marketing Director for
Surface Combustion in Maumee, OH. "In the
future, customers can expect furnace equip-
ment that is more user-friendly, networkable,
with lots of good help screens. They can also
expect different filtering and processing sys-
tems to limit emissions."

But for all the advances companies have
made in recent years, it would be a mistake to
assume that heat treating nirvana is just around
the comer, Much mystery remains and not all
of it wiH be revealed through incremental
improvements in current technologies.

The basic metallurgical transformations that
define the heat treating process and how they
relate to gear design require further study.
George Pfaffrnan, Vice President, Technology
& Service Operations for Tocco® of Madison
Heights, Ml, Ii ts seven issues where further
research is needed,

1. Reduction of variation in dimensional
change,

2. Prediction and modeling these changes,
3. Control of the carburizing operation,
4. Improvement of process control as an iate-

grated pan of the manufacturing operation,
5. Understanding of material behavior,
6. Environmental impact of the process,
7, Evaluation of process cost components.
Research in a number of these areas is an

on-going process. John Walenta of Caterpil-many environmental problems, Says Mike
Chaplin Vice President of Engineering at Con- lar's Technical Center in Peoria, IL, says

J

tour Hardening. Indianapolis, IN, "Induction ! "Heat treatrnent simulation is an area of major
hardening uses no gases, no copper plating and ! effort. Caterpillar ha had a research program

I - -

no chemicals to cause disposal problems." : in place for at least three years. The National



Center for Manufacturing Sciences is also the heat treating process. "The biggest bugaboo
working ona program to predict distortion and that heat treaters face is how to heat. treat parts
mechanical properties, as are the Japanese.' without too much distortion," Cincinnati

The View From the Shop IFloor Steel's Wolf ays,
Equipment manufacturers and researchers Another technology that may be on the rise

may be promising breakthroughs and advances is the use of fluidized bed furnaces, says Eric
that will make heat treating as trouble-free and Pearson, Marketing and Sales Manager for
predictable as heating coffee in your Dynamic Metal Treating, Canton Twp., MI, a
microwave, but the folks out there actually heat treating company with its own patented
processing parts see it somewhat differently. ferritic carbonitriding process using a flu-

Bill Davis, president of American Metal idized bed furnace. aile of the main aurae-
Treating. Cleveland, OH, believes the technolo- lions of this process is also that it doesn't dis-
gy of heat treating it elf will remain relatively tort the parts, Pearson says.
stable over the coming years. "Technological One thing is clear: Equipment alone won't
advances on the job shop level are more along olve the problem. "Every gear manufacturer is
the lines of installing advanced computer equip- convinced thai you 'vecaused the distortion in
rnent, solid-state power supplies and other auxil- his gears,' Wolf says. but with the sophistica-
iary equipment," Davis says. "The actual heat tion of heat treating controls steadily increas-
treating process isn't changing much and isn't ing, heat treaters are more and more able to

I

likely to change significantly in !he near future." ! produce consistent results.
But even with limited advances in heat! Often, he adds, unusual distortion can

treating processes and equipment, improved result from inconsistency in the gear rnanufac-
technology has had an across-the-board influ- turers choice of material "Over the years,
ence on the ability of heat treaters 10 produce I've seen parts grow more than we thought
quality products in at least one area: Controls. they would. and I've 'even seen parts hrink,

"Most of our furnaces are 20 years old," There just is very little information regarding
says Gerald 1. Wolf, president of Cincinnati how the processing of the part before heat
Steel Treatmg, Cincinnati, OH, "but the tech- treatlag affect the way it is distorted, Howev-
nology keeps improving from the standpoint of er, they've proven thai if you buy consistent
controls." Many of the furnaces at Cincinnati material, you get consistent results."
Steel Treating have brand new controls, and Empirical evidence rnayuggest that, as
most of those will probably have to be George Pfaffman puts it, Gears a.re cut in
replaced within five year, Wolf ay . heaven, but the devil does the heartreaung,"

Improved controls mean more consistent but the fact is that in today's competitive envi-
results. For example ..with carburizing, the bet- ronment, you can' t count on black-or
ter you can control the level of carbon in the white-i-magic to solve your heat treating prob-
furnace, the better you can control the metal- lems ..W,e haven't reached heat treating heaven
lurgical characteristic' of a finished gear and yet. but for gear manufacturers willing to
the better you can predict how a gear win dis- spend the time and effort to sort out the avail-
tort the next time. able alternatives. heat treating can be convert-

So which type of heat treating is best for ,ed from a kind of alchemy 10 a cost-effective.
you? Unfortunately, there is no easy answer. i predictable process that improves your product

Says Bill Davis, "If you sat 50 metal1urgists and contributes to, rather than eats away at,
in a room and asked them to decide which was your bottom line ..0
best-s-earburizing or induction hardening-
they'd argue about it for two weeks and then
split right down the middle."

Contour Hardening produces a multi-phase
induction hardening system that can heat treat
a whole gear in less than a second. Many in
the industry consider this to be the state of the
art ..Meanwhile, vacuum technology and nitrid-
ing also promise to provide less distortion from

fell Us Wha,t Y,IIU Think...lf you found this article of
interest and/or useful, pl'ease circle Reader Service
Number A·U8.

Whil'e no one

IPr,oceS5 is best.

there may be a

best type of heat

treating for a given

situa.t:ion, depend-

ing on the tylPe ,of

gear you have, the

volume of produe-

t:ionand the cost

per part you're

willing to spend or

able to Justify..

NIAN:CY BARTELS
WILLIAM R.• STO'TT
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Mechanical Behavior
and Microstructure of
Ausrolled Surfaces in

Gear Steels
Ri,chard .A. Qu,eeney

Pennsylvania Sta!le University
State CoUege. IPA

Ausforming, the plastic deformation of heat-
treatable stecls jn their metastable, austenitic
condition, wa shown several decades ago to
Iead to quenched and tempered steels that. were
harder, tougher and more durable under fatigue-
type loading than conventionally heat-treated
steels. Tocircumvent the large forces required
1.0 ausform entire components such as gears,
cams and bearings, the ausfonningprocess
imparts added mechanical strength and durabil-
il.y only to those contact surface that are criti-
cally loaded. The ausrolling proce: s, as utilized
for finh-hing the loaded surfaces of machine ele-
ments, impart high quality surface texture and
geometry control. The near-net- nape geometry
and urface topography of tbe machine element

700 -1"""TTT'm!TF'"F"'F'mlllmlT""T" IIIIII I 'T"TT'ITITT""'1"ITTr""T11- "T'T'I'TTTI1
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Fig. 1 - Thermomechanical history filiI' ausrolling
I m 9310 teem with 1.0% carbon,

must be controlled to be compatible with the
network dimensional finish and the rolling die
design requirement (Ref. I) ..

The proof tesring of ausrolled gears poses
unique challenges in assessing rhechanges
wrought in gears by ausroll surface finishing.
While hardness profiles within the gear teeth
ami the physical metallurgical features of the
gears them elves can 'be readily ascertained,
rolling contact fatigue. one of the rno I fre-
quently noted reasons for gear failure, is most
conveniently studied using standard roUing con-
tact fatigue ,(ReF) pecimens in a test of that
genre (Ref. 2).

Outlined below are some ofthe recent results
of tudie atthe National Center for Advanced
Gear Manufacturing Technologies characteriz-
:ing the microstructure and response of ausrolled
gears and related model pecimens. The gears
examined arc fabricated of AlSI alloys 4023 and
93 10, both case-carburized to 1.0% carbon
(nominal). The former is a typical automotive
transmission gear alloy; the latter is utilized in
high performance aerospace transmissions.

Gear Processing
Ausrollproce sing can be visualized from

the therrnomechanical history shown in Fig. 1
(Ref, 3). The processing path indicated, with the
time allotted to 3111 srollingat 232°C, would be
equivalent 10 conventional marquenching if that
part of the history were devoted to thermal equi-
librating. Instead, the susrolling imposed on the



gear teeth imparts a. shear strain of several hun-
dred percent at the surface, After ausrolhng, the 1000 ...---~~~~------....,

gears are quencbed into room temperature oil
andjempered in the conventional manner.

Case Study No. I
AISI 4023 Transmission Gear

The gear in question was a helical automo-
tive transmission gear: it had a diametral pitch
of 13.0, a helical angle of 27° and 59 teeth. The
gear surface had been carburized to 1.0% cat-
bon to an effective case depth of 0.027 inche ,
wherein the "effective case depth" is defined
as the di ranee from the surface where the as-
marquenched Rockwell hardness falls off to
RCH = 50. AISI 4023 ha an M, temperature of
163°C, well below the proce sing environment
of 232°C. Three type of processing were stud-
ied for this gear: I) a conventionally processed
gear (CP). wholly austenitized, quenched, tem-
pered and surface ground; 2) .a reaustenitized
unground (hereafter denoted AUS) replica,
induction heated to 925°C,. quenched to 232°C,
ausrolled, quenched to room temperature and
tempered; 3) a. reaustenitized unground replica
(hereafter denoted MAR), induction heated to
925°C, marquenched to 232°C. maintained
isothermally fora time increment equivalenr to
the ausroll process (20 8), quenched to room
temperature andtempered. Fig. 2 compares the
hardness profiles obtained by indenting along
the tooth pitch line in the center of a sectioned
tooth. Ole that both reproce sed gear exhibit
higher hardnesses in the near-surface regions,
which must bear the maximum Hertzian contact
stre ses; the marquenehed sample's increase
over the conventionally processed gear may be
because of the unground state of its tooth sur-
face, Theausroll finished gear can be seen to
have gained a full VHN 100, a notable 12%
increase, and a possible strength increase of the
order of 50 ksi at tho e hardne s level .

The residual stre ses present in heat-treated
gear teeth are capable ofmarkedly affecting the
. ervice durability of the gear. Heal treating
residua] stresses are typically compressive,
thereby offsetting by their magnitude the ten-
sile bending stresses present at the tooth root. In
addition, they algebraically reduce the subsur-
face shear stress or distortion energy states
caused by Hertzian contact stresses: these com-
ponentslead to gear failure by tooth pitting and
spalling, Surface residual stressesin the plane
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Fig. 2 - Surface' hardness profiles in gear teeth as
they depend on processing.
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F,ig.3 - Surface residual stresses and processing
in AISI 4023 helical gear teeth.

of the tooth surface at the pitch contact line
were examined for the three types of process-
ing-CP, MAR and AUS. Stresses were mea-
sured parallel tothe involute profile (tip to roo!
sense) and parallel to 'the lead profile (across
the tooth thickness sense): Fig. 3 shows the
results of the X-ray diffraction stress analysis.
All three types of processing produce roughly
the arne residual stresses across the gear tooth,
although ausroll finishing does show evidence
of stresses that are 20% improved over the
ground, conventionally processed gear. The
other component, that which would mol affect
root bending stresses, is nearly 100% better; in
addition, the two components of stress are more
nearly the same magnitude after ausrolling,
reducing the shear magnitude.
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ited dislocation arrays and mlcroearbides (here,
Mo:! ), respectively. that should be found in an
au rolled structural element.

Case Study No.2
AISI 9310 Steel Endurance

The fundamentals of pitting and spalling fail-
ure as a re 'ult of rolling contact fatigue are most
systematically studied with easilyanalyzed
specimen geometries and standardized tester.
AISI 93 W teet with a carburized case of
1.O~C. was the gear material of interest. All
alloy of this type can tolerate bending stresses of
700 MPa and Hertzian contact tresses of 2800
MPa in high efficiency aero pace transmission
gearing. The specimens used in rolling contact
fatigue (RCF) endurance testing were cylindri-
cal in cro s ection, with a one-inch nominal
diameter, They were either conventionally mar-
quenched (MAR) or '.urface ausrolled in one of
two mode. If ausrolled with a straight cylindri-
cal die. which was forced into the specimen
radially as they counterrotated, they were con-
sidered to be deformed in lint! contact (LC), If
the die had a crown radius as well and was fed
not. only radially into the specimen, but along it
axially, the deformation mode was idealized as
point contact (PC), The main significance of the
difference in rolling mode is that. PC rolling
induces a greater extent of plastic deformation
than LC forming because the smaller contact
area of the former carries the same rolling con-
tact force a the latter (Ref. 5),

Fig, 5 demonstrates the extent of the case
hardness profile formed by PC au rolling and
compares il [0 tile profile 'Obtained through con-
ventional marqueneh processing, Both condi-

Fig. 4b - AUSl'oUed disloc.atiolls inherited by tions were tempered at 150°C for two hours,
martensite, Au rail proces ing improves the surface hardness

Ausforming 'Of any type induces signature by 25%; moreover, the high hardness per tists
microstructures (Ref. 4) that are not obtainable into the surface far beyond the expected stales of
by any otherthermomechanical processing: maximum Hertzian contact stress. Fig. 6, which
these .. in tum. are re ponsible for the improved shows the relative rolling contact. fatigue
durability of the finished product. The ausrolled endurance of all processing states, reflects the
gear teeth were examined for the relevant enhanced hardness achieved through ausroll fin-
micro uructure • who e submicron nature call i hing, with the especially deep hardness zone
only be viewed using electron optical method. of the P ausrolling leading to an order of mag-
Foi Is were electrolytically milled for near- nitude increase in ReF endurance,

surface regions of the teeth, and extraction repli- Conclusions
cas were taken of the tooth surfaces; both were Ausrollfinishing of gears has been recog-
examined by Iran mi sion electron micro copy. nized as a highly co i-competitive operation for
Fig. 4 is the result of the examination. 4a, 4b. fabricating premier quality gearing normally
and 4c show the observed microtwinning, inher- ground to achieve requisite levels of finish and



geometry control. Recent studies completed at

the NCAGMT have clearly demonstrated that
gear ausrolling imparts to the finished gear sur-
faces all of the property enhancements normally
associated with ausforrnjng technolegy in gen-
eral. In particular, the tooth surfaces and subsur-
face regions exhibit greater hardnes parameters
that extend deeper beneath the surface than in
identical cases conventionally rnarquenched,
In addition to a stronger tooth surface, the ben-
eficial residual stresses induced at the tooth
surfacearealso larger than tho e found in con-
ventional processing; in addition, they are not
partially erased by finish grinding operations.
Improved material response parameters and
residual stress retention have, furthermore,
been demonstrated to lead to better than an

order of magnitude improvement in rolling con-
tact fatigue endurance, Finally. microscopic
examination of actual ausrolled gear teeth has
established that the noted improvements in gear
performance are indeed the result of the plastic
deformation of metastable austenite. as tile gear
teeth contain the sense microtwins, inherited
dislocation substructure and ulrrafine precipi-
tated carbides known 10 be responsible for aus-
form toughening. 0
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••• _INDUSTIRY N!EWS' _

Flash! Flash! Flash!'
Acquisitions

Pfauter-Maag CutttngTeols, L.P., has an-
nounced (he asset purchase of the cutting tool prod-
ucts of Illinois Tools Unit. an Illinois Tool Works
Company ..This purchase includes all assets related I

to the design and manufacture of their hob, shaper
cutter and milling cutter product lines. Both compa-
nies will operate at the Pfauter-Maag Loves Park
(Rockford), IL facility. ]t has also acquired Mecup,
s.r.t, a Leading hallan manufacturer of gearmaking
cutting tools.

American Pfaeter, L.P., has become the North
American representative for HoOer-Zeiss measuring
and inspection equipment

Contracts
Giddings & Lewis-Sheffield Measurement will

, hare in an $8.5 million contract funded illl part by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology's
Advanced Technology Program. It will be part of a
consortium of 15 U.S. companies, universities and
government research centers whose purpose is to in-
crease American manufacturing competitiveness
through high levels of measurement speed, efficiency
and accuracy. It will joina four-year program caned
Rapid Agile Metrology for Manufactllring (RAM~)
to develop scanning technology yielding a hundred-
fold improvement m metrology productivity.

Procedyne Corp'. has been awarded a contract
from the U.S. Army ARDIEC, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ,
to provide engineering and technical services in sup-
port. of the design, proces ing, evaluation and testing
of fluidized bed heat treatments for metals and asso-
ciate armaments components. The objective of the
contract is to establish fluidized bed heat treating as
an environmentally benign process to be utilized by
DOD agencies in the manufacturing and rework of
metal components.

ISO 9000 Certitica.tion
Rank T.aylor Hobson's operations have been

awarded [SO 9001 certification at the company's
Leicester. U.K., facility. This site is wherethe com-
pany's metrology equipment and cinematic lens are
manufactured.

Diamond Black Tecbnologies,.lnc., Conover,
NC, has become America's first ISO 9002-registered
manufacturer of abrasion-resistant coatings. 0
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How to Carburize a
'F· .' h d G_llnlS.lle: , "'"'. ear

Carl Kakes
Jason WUde

Merit Gear 'Heat Treat
Antigo, WI

Preci e heal treatment play an essential role
in the production of quality carburized gears.
Seemingly minor changes in the heat treating
proce can have ignificant effects 0[1 the qual-
il,y.expense and production time of a gear, as we
will demonstrate u ing a case study from one of
OIB" customer' gears.

he gear we looked at was a 2O'-inch. 98-
tooth spar gear with a 1/2-inch web used in a
construction drill, head. The gears were made
from normalized 8620 steel with minimum
hardenability of HRC 28 at J6 quench rate. The
customer called for carburizing with an effec-
tive case of .030-.040" to HRC 50, minimum
surface hardness of HRC 58 and minimum non-
carburized web hardness of HRC 28. A 3/4-inch
coupon of the same alloy was heattreated and

••
•• ••

Fig. 1 - Typical arraagement of 'burner lubes in
a carburlzlng furnace.

quenched in the arne load to verify both effec-
tive case depth and microstructure,

Initial te Iand production run re ults showed
nicks onthe teeth, anegg-type shape and an
unacceptable lead. profile and composite 11'011

check. according [0 our gear specialists. Using
standard carburizing procedures, the gears carne
out of the furnace with a quality of AGMA Q6
or Q7. Becau e the gear print called for an
AGMA Q8 gear, the parts required additional
gear tooth grinding after being heal treated to

compensate for distortion. To reduce the cost of
the part to our customer, we examined ways of
increasing Ihe quality level to AGMA Q8 and
eliminating the need for post-heat treatment.
gear tooth grinding.

To produce a higher quality gear, it is impor-
tant to follow some important guidelines during
the heat treating process. To begin, the gear
should be routinely washed. rinsed and dried
prior to heat treatment. This is done to ensure
that contaminants are neither allowed on the
heat treated surface of the gear nor introduced
into the furnace during loading. Any contarni-
naru, including dirt and oil, may adversely affect
the desired heat treatment result.

Following the cleaning process, any excess
oil should be "burned off' the surface ef the
gear by heating it and holding the temperature
01 the gear at an appropriate level for a short
period of lime. This is common procedure if
carbon-resistant paint (fOT example, Coadur al

top-off) is LO be used ..The paint is most often
applied in 'elect areas. normally on or around
the inner diameter. (Q provide a softer po t-heat
treatment material for further machining. Once



the gear is cleaned and carbon-resistant paint
has been applied and allowed to dry, the gear
load is ready to be arranged on trays, ba ket or
other fixtures for carburizing.

Load arrangement has a significant effect on
the outcome of direct quenched gears. Small,
light weight. more intricate gears should be
loosely hung on carburizing rods, mounted on
special carburizing fixture or laid flat on their
faces. Larger and heavier gears hould either rest
vertically on their teeth with overhead wiring for
added stability or lie flat on their faces.

During our first efforts with the 20" pur
gear, we rested the parts ina basket on their out-
side diameters. However. because the high tem-
perature in the furnace caused the parts to rattle,
the gears C3Jl1.e out with nicked teeth. The nicks
could be ground out in fini hing operations, but
since we were trying to reduce post-hear treat-
ment finishing, we sought another option.
Instead of resting the gears on the flat surface of
the basket, we introduced a curved stainless
steel pad that conformed to the shape of the out-
side diameter of the gear. The steel pads elimi-
nated the problem with nicked gear teeth, yet
they still. allowed for the free flow of oil neces-
sary during the quench.

Another factor to consider when arranging a
load for heat treatment is the distortion caused
by the burner tubes in the furnace (Fig. 1).
Regardless ofthe way your heat treater present-
ly arrange a gear load. it may be nece sary to
experiment in order to find the method best suit-
ed to the gear in question.

At first, we arranged the gears as shown in
Fig. 2. However. we found that the web of
gears numbered 1 through 5 and 14 warped
excessively, while those numbered 6 through 13
did not After removing those gears in the

12

')

Fig. 2 - Arrangement o'f 20," spur gears in car-
burizing f,Umace.

common technique used to help control the dis-
tortion that results from introducing the gear
from room temperature directly to a furnace
temperature exceeding 1400 degrees. Pre-heat
treatment also reduces the time required to reach
the desired furnace temperature and thus saves
on furnace costs.

After making these adjustments and following
the guidelines mentioned in this article, the gear
we were able to produce came out ofthe furnaces
at a quality level of A:GMA Q8B, The only post-
heat treatment operat.ion was superficial turning
of the non-carburized area of the face and mini-
mal boring,

This example demon trates some of the ways
iII which gear heat treatment professionals can
affect the quality of your gears. In addition, sig-

arrangement that were everely warped, we nificant cost savings can result from eliminating
were able to better control the quality and con-
sistency of the load. Although this increased the
amount of time it took to process an entire order
of gears, we considered! it worthwhile because
of the gain iII quality.

Another important aspect of gear heat treat-
mentis preheating the gear beforecarburizing.
It is usually advisable to preheat the gear prior

post-heat treatrnenroperations such as finish
grinding of the gear teeth. For a gear such as the
one we examined here, tile savings can be as
much as $1.00 per pari. in gear grinding alone.
Whilethis is only a small example of the success
attainable through proper heat treatment, it
should give gear engineers some understanding
of the ways the process can be modified to help

to loading into a furnace ..Tills is generally done them produce a better product. 0
in a draw furnace. A temperature of between
600 and 800 degrees i common, depending on
the materia'! being used. Pre-heat treatment is a

leU Us What Y;DU Tbink...If you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please circle Reader Service
Number A-m.
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AD I A Designer
Gear Material

J!ohn R..IKeough•.P:E.
Applied Process Inc.

livonia" MI

If someone were to tell you that he had a gear
material that was stronger per poundthan alu-
minum, as wear-resistant a' steel. easier to
machine than free-machining steel and capable
of producing gears domestically for 20% less
than those now cut from foreign made forgings,
would you consider that material to be "high
tech"? Probably. Well, throw out all the pre-con-
ceived notions that you may have had about
"high tech" materials. The high-performance
material they didn't. teach you about in school is
austernpered ductile iron (AD]).

Cast irons and "high tech" scarcely have
been uttered in the same breath ... until now. The

Grade
Number

Yield" Elongation" Typical
Hardness

Tens.ile*
Strength

.. Minimum value U Un-notched Ch:.\EI!)r@ mmll temp.

F~g.1 - Available grades of ADI and their minimum properties.

250 I 1700

138{) ::200 "!:I
:DO

.c,
150 - 1035.;

Ii Tensile Strength (ksi)
~;(;j Yield Strength (ksi)
..:.= 100 % Elongation (divide by [0)

Uri-notched ChllI]JY Impact (ft-lbs.)

I
0_ I

29<J307 324 342 358 376 394 413430 448 465 484 500DB
Fig. 2 - Typical properties of ADI as a function of Brlnell hardnes .
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common perception of cast iron is based on gray
Or flake graphite iron. With a maximum tensile
strength of 50 ksi anel virtually no ductility, it is
perceived to be a low-strength material suitable
only for low-performance applications. However,
ductile irons (or spheroidal graphite irons). with
strengths up to 100 ksi and reasonable ductility,
have been commercially available for many
years. Yet even ductile irons cannot be used in
most gear applications, Today, a new member of
the cast iron family is available to design engi-
neers even for high-performance applications.
That material. ADI, is a specially heat treated iron
that offers the gear designer manufacturing flexi-
bility, low weight. excellent fatigue strength and
wear resistance. all at a significantly lower price.

Ductile iron is 10% lighter than steeL It is
easily ca t into complex shapes ..When subject-
ed to a pecially designed au stemper heat treat-
ment, it can exhibit remarkable properties. The
available grades of ADI and their minimum
properties are outlined in ASTM 897-90 and
897M-90 (Fig. I), Fig. 2 shows the typical prop-
erties obtained in commercial AD!.

Because the heat treatment isi othermal in
nature. the growth during the process is very
predictable and repeatable. In fact, most parts
Call be finish-machined before austempering
(accounting for volumetric growth), and they
will grow predictably to specifications. This
allows the manufacturer to use a very machin-
able grade of ductile iron for the casting. thus
reducing machining costs even when compared
to free-machining and leaded steels, (Ductile
iron also produces a discontinuous chip during
machining for easy chip handling.)

The fatigue properties of AD[ are compara-
ble with those of various heat treated steels.
Single tooth bending fatigue data for grade
150-100-07 (Grade 2) and 230-185-00 (Grade
5) are shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, all grades



of ADIexceed the notched-impact-resistance
and low-temperature properties of carburized
and hardened 8620 steel.

Because the "ausferrite" matrix in ADl goes
through a "strain transformation" under high
normal stresses, the contact fatigue resistance
also is excellent It can be greatly improved by
rolling, grinding and shot peening. Contact
fatigue data for grades 150-1.00-07 (Grade 2)
and 230-185-00 (Grade 5) are shown in Fig. 4.
The data clearly shows that Grade 5 ADI can
replace carburized and hardened steel in gear
applications with contact stresses up to and in
some cases exceeding 250 ksi,

A~I can be produced with hardnesses rang-
ing from approximately 30--.50 Rc. As can be
seen from Fig. 5, however, the wear resistance
of ADI for a given hardness level is superior to
that of many conventional materials. In fact, in
many applications ADI with 42-46 Rc has
replaced 60-Rc carburized and hardened 8620
with equal er better performance.

In addition to the aforementioned properties,
ADI has superior damping to steel. This is related
lathe presence of graphite nodules in the matrix.
These graphite nodules also improve the lubricity
of the material, In some cases this has resulted in
measured reductions in frictional losses.

Although ADI costs less per pound than most
steel gear materials, the true manufacturing CDst

savings are more subtle ..ADI is W% less dense
than steel; therefore. if you replace a steel gear
with an ADI gear of the arne configuration, it
will weigh 10% less. (Oddly enough, ADI is
starting to replacealuminum for we.ight savings
in many applications because of its high
strength-per-pound characteristics). Further-
more, modem casting techniques allow us to
produce gears and gear blanks that are much
nearer net shape, greatly reducing the amount of
metal removal required.

ADI is a commercially available alternative to
teel for gear applications. It has the strength, Fig. 5- Pin abrasion test,

wear resistance and manufacturing flexibility
desired by gear designers. It can be produced
domestically at 15 to 50% less than materials
produced by conventional means. The use of ADI
in gear applications is certain to rise as engineers
become more familiar with its advantages. 0
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Heat Treating
Equipment Selection

Ray W. Rey-noldson
!Quality IHeatTreatmel1t Pty. Ltd.

Mel'bourne, Australia'0 o.rheattr.eatment. of to.01 and alloy steels,
- the end-user has a wide range of basic

types of heat treating equipment to
choose from. This article reviews them

and detail the criteria that must be considered
in selecting equipment for a specific applica-
tion. In making this choice, the most important
criterion must be the quality of the tool or part
after processing.

Optimum Performance
Part or tool performance is related to the

overall microstructure of the piece and is nor-
mally measured in terms of hardness, toughness
(lzod, Charpy, etc.) and fatigue performance,
Other secondary properties, such as wear resis-
ranee and resistance to thermal checking, are
also important, and all of these criteria can be
related to the microstructure of the treated piece.
Surface Finish and Sub-Surface Properties

Where the workpiece will not undergo fur-
ther machining or polishing of critical working
surfaces after heal treatment, e.g., as on certain
plastic mold tools, its surface quality is equal in

(al

'.1'1·.11
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Fig. 1 - Typical electrical resistance batch-type vacuum furnaces. (a) Hot-
wan, externally heated type. (b) Hot-wall, double-chamber, externally heat-
ed type. (c) Cold-wall vacuum furnace.
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importance with its microstructure. In most
other cases, however, surface quality generally
ranks second. However. sub-surface effects,
such as those caused by electrical di charge
machining or by carburizarion and decarburiza-
tion, are also important and cannot be ignored ..

Shape and Size Distortion
Distortion is less a problem to the end-user

than to the tool Of part maker, who must take
preventive action to ensure that the final
dimensions will be achieved, or alternatively,
to provide for sufficient machining allowance
after heat treatment so that the required toler-
ances can be met. As a result, this is an area
where conflicts can. arise between jhe 1001.-

maker and the end user, because sometimes
each has different criteria (e..g .• the former
requires minimum distortion, while the latter
requires maximum performance),

Equipment Selection
The metallurgical criteria must be satisfied

when considering which technique or equip-
ment is to be used for the heat treatment cycle.
iIn assessing equipment the following factors are
generally compared:

• Temperature range and uniformity
• Heating and cooling rate
• Atmosphere integrity
These factors rank highest becausethey most

directly affect the major criteria of quality con-
trol and reproducibility. If the equipment meet
these requirements. then the other con idera-
tions to be weighed are

• Environmental considerations
• Capital and operating costs
• Ease of operation and maintenance.
The basic heat treatment equipment types

and techniques from which this selection can be
made are reviewed below.



Vacuum Furnaces
Vacuum furnaces vary from batch type (Fig.

1) to semi-continuous (Fig. 2). They can be
either of cold-wall or hot-wall design.

Temperature Range and Uniformity. The
temperature range of vacuum furnaces is gener-
ally 700-1400°C (1290-2550°F). Below 700°C,
convection heating is more effective, and vacu-
um-purged, hot-wall furnaces are generally pre-
ferred for tempering. Temperature uniformity in
an empty furnace that has reached equilibrium
is typically 5°C (9°F). although this can vary to
a much greater degree when loads are in the hot
zone, because this almost always means some
workpieces are shielded from direct radiation,
particulerlyat low temperatures. This problem
has prompted manufacturers of the more recent-
ly designed vacuum furnaces to add forced con-
vective heating in nitrogen or another inert
atmosphere, up to temperatures of 700°C,
before switching to vacuum processing at high-
er temperatures.

Heating and Cooling Rate. Without forced
convection, the heating rate of vacuum furnaces
at low temperatures is very slow compared with
that of other types of furnaces. At higher tem-
peratures it increases because of the radiation
effect. Because of shadowing, heating uniformi-
ty is only average compared with other furnace
types. Vacuum furnace quench cooling methods
are numerous, but they can be classified into
three main types.

Sub-Atmosphere Pressure Quenching. Ini-
tially most vacuum furnaces were built with this
option, which, after vacuum treating, backfills
the heating chamber with an inert gas to slight-
ly below atmospheric pressure. The gas is recir-
culated at varying flow rates through an internal
or external heat exchanger until the charge cools
down (Fig. 3).

Positive Pressure Quenching. The fast cool-
ing rates required for certain grades of steels led
to development of positive pressure quenching
for vacuum furnaces .. Quenching pressures up
to 20 bar (290 psi), but normally 3 to 6 bar (44
to 87 psi) above atmospheric pressure, can
yield the cooling rate improvements shown in
Fig ..4, over sub-atmospheric cooling. (Atmos-
pheric pressure is 750.1 torr or 1 bar and is
acknowledged as absolute atmosphere. so that
in practice a vacuum or negative pressure is any
pressure below 750.1 torr (l mm Hg), and any

Hearth Beam

Fanfor
Pressure Que Oil Quench

-

Gas Quench Chamber Heating Chamber Oil Quench Chamber

Fig. 2 - Semi-continuous vacuum furnace.
-- -- ------------ --- -

Fan Whee!

Cooling Coils

Heating
Elements

(a) Sliding Heat Baffle

(b)

fig. 3 - Representative cooling systems in vacuum furnaces. (a) Internal
heat exchange and enclosed fan cooling. (b) External cooling.

pressure above 1 bar is considered to be a pos-
itive pressure. Therefore what is commonly
known in the trade as a 2-bar pressure quench
furnace has a positive pressure in the chamber
of 1 bar, and a 6-bar furnace has a positive pres-
sure of 5 bar. This causes confusion in some lit-
erature, and this factor should be taken into
consideration whenever conversions for bar to
psi are encountered.)

Liquid Quenching. Some vacuum furnaces
have also been integrated with oil quenching

Ray W..Revnoldson
is the Malla.~illg Direcsor
0/ Qua/ily Heal Treatment
Pry. Ltd. of MelbollJ"l!e,
Allstralia.
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facilities to permit oil and gas quenching to be
performed in the same furnace.

Atmosphere Integrity ..The "atmosphere" of
a vacuum furnace, which guarantees neutrality
to the surface of the part, is really a vacuum and
as such is subject to leakage. For this type of
furnace, the greatest variable in atmosphere
integrity is its leak rate, which controls the
effectiveness of the vacuum. Fig. 5 shows the
effect of leak rate on decarburization of a 1%
plain carbon steel. However, it is also important
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to remember that the vapor pressure of various
alloying elements (e.g., manganese and chromi-
um) can affect their behavior in a vacuum. Care
must be taken to match the vacuum level used to
the alloy steel being healed to avoid alloying
element losses. Fig. 6 shows chromium loss
related to vacuum level for type D3 steel.

Salt Baths
A metallurgical salt bath is a container of

metal or ceramic filled with molten salts, such
as nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, cyanides, chlo-
rides or caustics, in which metal components
can be heat treated by heating and cooling them .
Salt bath furnaces may be externally heated by
gas or oil or by electrical-resistance elements or
by passing alternating current through the-m
from immersed electrodes generating heat
resistively within the salt itself. This heat is
quickly distributed by a downward stirring
action imparted by the electrodes, Molten salt
baths heat the workpiece by conduction, quick-
ly and uniformly. When a cold workpiece is
plunged into a salt and its temperature approach-
es that of the bath, a thin insulating film of solid
salt forms between the molten bath and the
metal. As work is withdrawn from the bath, a
thin film of liquid salt protects it from oxidation
as it is transferred to the quench.

Temperature Range and Uniformity. In gen-
eral, salt baths have a temperature range from
just above solidus up to 1300°C (2370°F).
Unfortunately the various salts used for heat
treatment have varying operating ranges, and
this can cause some problems with drag-over
and contamination. In addition, it means that
several furnaces are needed to cover the full
range of processes. The temperature uniformity
of salt baths is better than ±5°C (±9°F), and uni-
formity of heating, because the salt acts as a liq-
uid, is excellent

Heatillg ami Cooling Rate, The salt bath is
one of the fastest methods of heating available,
second only to a molten lead bath in terms of
general heat treatment, although of course much
slower than induction. The cooling rates of var-
ious combinations of salts can vary from almost
as fast as those of oil to relatively slow, depend-
ing on the conditions chosen. Uniformity of
heating and cooling are good because of the
fluid nature of the bath, and stirring the salt
makes for excellent uniformity. In most aspects
salt baths are ideal for heat treatment, but the



environmental and ecrrosioa problems they
give rise to are the reason wby they are now
being replaced by other ItypeS of furnace.

Afmosph.ere Integrity. In the case of salt
baths, it i the salt. composition and its equilibri-
um with the steel being heated that replaces a
totally neutral. atmosphere. (In practice, prov id-
ed careful quality control isperformed, part or
tool, heated in salt experience neutrality on
their surfaces although, as detailed later" some
surface roughening is observed) Carefllli contra]
of the salt coraposition is crucial to what might
be referred to as the "atmo phere integrity" of
this type of furnace,

Fluidized Beds
Tempe.rtlture Uniformity ,and Range.

Because, like the salt bath, the fluidized bed act
as a liquid, temperatul'e uniforrn:ity can be typi-
eally ±3°C (±5.40F), and each p.m. is uniformly
heated. The range of the fluidized beds Is cur-
rently up to 1250°C (2282Qf), and this can be
achieved in on fumace, although two or more
units are u ualJy employed,

Heating and Cooling Rate. The healing rate
of the fluidized bed is slightly slower than those
of salt and lead, but faster than those of vacuum,
atmo phere and forced convection furnaces.
With th use of pecial gases, cooling rate
approaching those of oil quenching can be
achieved. Fluidized beds behave in a similar
manner 10 molten alt [0 all intents and purposes.

Atmosphe1ie In/egrily. In the fluidized bed,
the integrity of the atmosphere, Iike all retort
type atmosphere furnaces. is dependent on the
purity of the fluidizing gas used. Use of high-
purity gases such as nitrogen and argon, com-
bined wilh the metal retort. and the fact that a
positive pressure is prevalent in the bed itself,
assures integrity equi.valent to that. of vacuum
furnaces and the very be t of the anne ph ere
furnaces, The qaality .of the gas. must be moni-
tored because contaminated gas can lead [0 sur-
face decarburizarion ..

CoolroUed Atmo phere Furnace
In controlled atmosphere furnace , there are

again many variations, but they can be catego-
rized into ceramic-lined and metal-lined fur-
naces ..Repre entative type are shown in Figs. 7
and 8.

Temper:alure Rlmge and ,Uniformity. The
temperature uniformity of controlled atmos-
pbere furnaces is similar to that of radiation 'type

:Surface content
01'Ichromium
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9
Initia I Content Vacuum Treatment
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2.Sh ggoaC 1181D"F)
Pressure;
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(0.19100.08 psil

Fig. 6 - Relationship between loss of chromium from a 03 type tool steel
and vacuum level.
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Fig.7 - Ceramic-lined balch atmosphere furnace.
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furnaces. such as vacuum furnace above and
below 700°C (l290°F). As with forced air cir-
culation furnaces. variations do occur across a
load. It has been shown thai the circulation of
the protective gas has Little effect on tempera-
ture uniformity above 700°C (I 290°F) because
of the density of rhe hot gas and relatively low
gas velocitie . The temperature range can be up
to 1250°C (2280°F), depending on the type of
furnace. but normally controlled atmo phere
furnace" are limited to about IlOO°C (20[{)OF)..

Heatillg arid Cooling Rate. Tile cooling rate
option are similar to the option di cussed for
vacuum furnaces.

Atmosphere buegrity. The atmosphere
integrity depends on the type of furnace lining.
While ceramic furnace can be used after suit-
able conditioning .. the metallic type is preferred.
(Fig. 8 shows the relative rate of conditioning
between the two types of furnaces.) When the
metal retort type is used, high atmosphere
integrilY can be guaranteed subject 10 the purity
level of the gases being used. The control of the
level of oxygen or mixture ofgas, such as
rutrogen/methanol, needs to be monitored by
oxygen probes or an equivalent system,

(lack Hardening
Pack hardening is very rarely usedbecau e

of its lack of control and poor efficiency. It is
worth noting that in certain circum stances the

pans to be treated can be wrapped in stainle
steel foil and then pack hardened. This improves
the surface of the part being processed. but does
not guarantee surface integrity ..

Ru_nking of Equipment Types
A rating of each type of equipment discus ed

is given in Table I. The basis of the rating ys-
I.em is detailed below ..

Temperature Range and Uniformity. On the
basis that 1200°C (2190°F) is generally the
maximum temperature used far heat treatment
of most tooJ and alloy reels, all plant with the
exception of I,he pack process receive the maxi-
mum points in thi. category.

The temperature uniformity within a part and
throughout a load are important factors. In gen-
era'i all furnace subject 10 suitable equalization
of temperamre in an empty furnace can exhibit
beuer than ±5°C (±9,of) and in the ca e of salt
baths and fluidized beds, ±3°C (±5AQF). How-
ever. the temperature variation is ignilicant in
loaded vacuum and controlled atmosphere fur-
nace and reflects the problems mentioned in
the previous ection, Therefore the rating :for
uniformity of temperature is reduced for the e
two alternatives.

Heat Transfer Rate and Uniformity of Heat-
ing, An important aspect of heat treatment b the
uniform heating of all pari in a load during a
heattreatment cycle. Liquid-like media are far

Table 1 - Rating of Equipment Based on Duality Factors

Vacuum Fumaces Fluidized Atmos~here IFurnace Salt Pack
Factor Possible Points e 11Bllr \14.5 psil +5,Bllr (73 psi) Option (Mu'lti·l Bed Cer,amic Metal Bath IIa!Cl8l1 ing

II

:1
Temperature Uniformity 10 8 8 8: 10 B 8 10 5

I Empty

Temperature Uniformity 10 7 7 1 10 B 8 to 5
Loaded

Heating Rate 110 6 6 6 9 8 8 10 5

Uniformity of Heating' 10 8 8 8 10 9 9 10 6

Suliace Finish IQI 101 1(1 10 B 8; 8 1 5

Surface Structure 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 9 7

Temperature Range 10 ]0 10 10 10 7 10 10 8
1200ge (2190°1')

Cooli ng Structure to 5, 8 10 10 B 8 9' 5

Cooling Distortion 10 10 8, 10 9 9 9 91 10
Quality Control of Variables 10 9 91 III 10 8 9 7 7

Rating '% HII 8J 114 B9 96 13 83 91 63
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more uniform, achieving lmilar heatingperfor-
rnance throughout a load. than those proce e
relying on radiation and/or convective healing
unless, of com e. only one pan is being treated,
Liquid salt baths give excellent re ult . Correct
loading of the part and correct proces ing have
been. shown in a number of papers to produce
uniform result .

Similar result can al 0 be hown with fla-
idized bed furnace . For uniform quality of heat
treatment, all parts should have exactly the same
time at holding temperature, but in practice,
because of radiation and past shielding in the
center of loads, a wide tolerance is placed on the
holding time with vacuum furnace. Alierna-
ti.vely, technique uch as forced convective
healing, stepped healing or holding at a lower
hardening temperature for a longer time have
been adopted to overcome this problem, and.
subject to careful control, reported re ult have
been satisfactory. However.jhese steps intro-
duce a time and econorni penalty by compari-
on with salt and fluidized bed fumacesand

therefore are rated lower ill Table I. Atmosphere
furnace have similar problem in practice,
although the use of a high-temperature fan cir-
culating theprotective gas is an improvement.

Distortion Control During Heating. The con-
trol of distortion during healing is achieved dif-
Ierently jn different. processes. mn general, to
minimize di tortion il i important (Q equalize
the temperature throughout the part before il
undergoe pha e changes. In (he case of liquid-
like media. step heating at variou temperature:
is u ed to equalize the temperature between the
center and surface of the pari. In radiation fur-
naces where the temperature difference between
the center and surface of the pari is Le . some
preheating steps are slill necessary. For example,
Fig. 9 shows [he differences between the center
and surface of ection 25 to ]00 mrn (1 to 4 in.)
diameter. when heated to lOOO°C (I830°F) in
cast iron chips and a alt bath furnace. If the pro-
cedures above are adopted, then experience
hows that control of distortion during cooling i

more important than during heating.
Distortion Contro] DUring Cooling. It is in

the cooling phase of heat treatment that most
hape and size distortion occur . For example,

for optimum structure in HB, M2 and high-
speed steels, the faste I cooling nne possible i
required to avoid formation of proeutectoid car-
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bides, pearlite and bainite. This causes signifi-
cant size distortion during quenching, and while
tempering reduces it somewhat. for optimum
quality this distortion must be accepted by the
user. A compromi e process called marquench-

ing, which balances good microstructure
again t low distortion, requires quenching as
quickly as possible to just above the martensite
start temperature and equalizing the ection
temperature before further cooling. For this use,
salt baths and fluidized beds with fluid-like
media prove best.

]n vacuum furnace pressure quenching, the
use of step quenching, as originally proposed by
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this author in [972, istheoretically possible and
in some cases practiced but some inherent
problems must. be overcome. The gas used for
the quench is generally at approximately
50-70De (120-160DF), to achieve maximum
cooling rate. andlhi can cau e thin sections of
the workpiece [0 transform to martensite long
before ihe rest of it ha reached 500°C (930°F).
If an attempt is made to avoid this by decreas-
ing the cooling rate, an unsatisfactory
micro tructure re ults.

ln addition, many healing and cooling tests
confirm that forced convection causes variable
cooling rates over the surface of parts being
treated. because of a large difference in the rel-
ative rate of heat transfer between vertical and

horizontal flow, a well as temperature differ-
entials in the ga being circulated. Quenching
in all bath and fluidized bed furnaces is much
more ati factory than in vacuum and con-
trolled-atmosphere furnaces. Another factor to
be considered isthe relative cost of pressure
quenching, which requires 52-75 kW (70-100
hp) fans v . 1.5 kW (2 hp) for fluidized beds,
compared with salt bath or fluidized bed cool-
ing. The 'Use of fluidized beds and salt baths in
conjunction with vacuum, i.e., heating in a vac-
uum and quenching in a fluidized bed, is an
obvious way 10 overcome the problems associ-
ated with pre sure quenching.

Atmosphere lntegrit». The effects of atmos-
phere iruegrity are most evident in the surface
micro tructure and finish of the workpiece. It is
important to understand the variables that can

affect the surface in any of the above processes.
For example. the surface fini h after beat treat-
ing in a vacuum furnace may be bright. but the
surface may have been decarburized, or certain
of the alloying element may have been
removed from it, In a vacuum furnace, the
ab ence of an atmosphere is what preserves
surface qualily. The two critical parameier are
the leak rate of the furnace and the vacuum
level ill which it is operated. It is generally rec-
ognized that a well-maintained vacuum furnace
ha excellent atmosphere integrity. Such fur-
naces are used for critical applications in the
aerospace industry .. In using a vacuum furnace,
it is imponant to check its leak rate at regular
inter-vals, In critical work, it should be moni-
tored by means of a residual gas analyzer,
becau e every lime a vacuum lock or door
open or do e ., the pas ibiliry of a leak
increase . It hould al a be under rood that
most vacuum furnaces have pumps !.hat are suf-
ficiently oversized to maintain a reasonably
good vacuum despite the pre ence of a signifi-
cant leak. Thus a vacuum gage reading at the
proper level doesnot neces: arily mean atmos-
phere integrity is perfect.

For controlled atmosphere furnaces or flu-
idized beds, the effect of trace gases on the sur-
face of metal has been thoroughly discussed in
the literature and will. not be covered in detail.
The major gases of concern are oxygen, carbon
dioxide. carbon monoxide and water vapor. as
well as truce. of hydrocarbon ga es. Where
high-purity gases such as nitrogen or argon are

Table 2 - Recommended Grit Sizes for Polishi'ng Aller Heat Treatment

Steel Grad's, Vacuum Cast Iron Chips

5600 :::>:180

5600 ;?:180'

::;600 <':1180

600 ;?:180

:>600 <':1811

5600' <':180,

'Grit Sizel
Salt Bath Fluidized Bed Protective, l(l'a s

<-180 $400 ~400

?:180 ~ ~oo

~180 :>400 :::>:400

60 400 ?:220

:::>:180 S400 2:400

:::>:180 :>400 <':400

01
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H13

D2

M2

Stainless Steel
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used to protect the surface of the part, trace
gases can be critical. to satisfactory results ..For
instance, nitrogen must contain less than [0
ppm of oxygen, the same specification required
ferthe nitrogen 111 ed for quenching in a vacu-
urn furnace. It is 110t enough. to check the ga as
delivered. The gas must al 0 be checked and
monitored in the furnace chamber it elf.
because piping leaks and backward diffu ion of
unwanted gases into the chamber can coruami-
nate it in use. In some controlled atmosphere or
fluidized bed processes. endothermic gas is
used as the 'carrier gas, with additions of hydro-
carbon gases to produce the correct. carbon
potential. Monitor.ing the ratio of the gases i .
performed by oxygen probe, carbon dioxide.
dew point ora similar system. With proper con-

tro] of the atmosphere and correct quenching,
the urface of the workpleces can be free of
decarburization or carburizarion. As di cu sed
below, the degree of urface roughening cau ed
by heal treating in controlled atmosphere fur-
nace or fluidized beds is only marginally less
than that which occurs in a vacuum. In addi-
tion, metallurgical. and chemical analysis shows
the ub-surface structure to be unaffected when
all process variables are correctly controlled.

In a salt bath, atmosphere integrity is a mat-
rer of controlling the alt chemistry. In practice.
decarbueieation in barium chloride salt mu I.

be rnonitored closely. e ..g., by examination of
periodic test coupons of the steel. undergoing
heat treatment.

Finally. the importance of cleaning the work
load before processing is important. becau e
surface contamination can affect critical reac-
tion during processing. In thi respect, vacuum
deans the surface more effectively than the
other tllch_niques, because it tends to remove
.any contaminants. present during initial pump-
down. In tests performed to establi h the rela-
live effects of various atmospheres on urface
chemistry and surface finish. samples of typical.
10011ee1 were proces ed for up [0 ~ hour at
hardeningteraperature, followed by immediate
quenching to avoid any possibility of surface
contaminatioa, The samples were tested for
surface roughness before and after hardening
and then clilemica]!y analyzed to determine
their base carbon level Wlim (394 uin.) below
the surface. Fig. 10 shows the results of these
test on a D2 tool steel, The vacuum furnace
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of surface finish before and after heat treatment.

oBefore Heat Treatment

• After Heat Treatment

Salt Gas Chips'F/Bed

Equipment Tvpa

produced a bright finish and required a mini-
mum of polishing after heat treatment. Howev-
er, the controlled atmosphere and fluidized bed
furnaces also produced bright finishes with
only a slight amount of surface roughness. In
this respect, sail bath and pack carburizing
yield clearly inferior result . Based on these
factors, recommended grit sizes for polishing
after heat treatment are given in Table 2. Apart
from pack carburizing, all results o:f chemical
analysis were satisfactory. with no carbueiza-
tion or decarburization detected. 0

From Heat Treatment in Fluidized Bed Furnaces
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MISSION:: CONTROLS

What to Look For
Before You Leap

QUeJiio-l1.;
We are interested in

purchasing our firt gear
bobbing machine. Wbat
question' . hDUld we a' k the
manufacturer. and what do
we need to know in order
Ito correctly specify the
CNC hardware and soft-
ware system requirements?

4'nJwet;
Buying a gear cutting

machine i no small mve t-

rnent. You can't afford 10

make rui takes, and key to II

successful purcha e is being
clear ahead of rime about
just what you need. In this
issue we wi II discuss the
considerasions that go into
speccing CNC hardware.
NeXI issue. we'Iltalk about
the software requirements.

It is a good idea to have
some basic understanding
ofthe capabilities of mod-
ern CNC-equipped ma-
chines. 01 all machine
manufacturer offer identi-
cal capabilities. and a king
the correct questions will
ensure that you are not sur-
prised or disappointed when

E.,Peter IKovar
U..S.,Tech ICo~por,aition

Chi:c,ago,lUinois

your new machine arrives at
your plant,

New users of N gear
machinery 3Je especially vul-
nerable to disappointment. A
number of firms who have
never produced gears before
are considering purchasing
their fir t machine. These
typically are hop that have
been turning blanks and
ending their bl:ank.,>out for

cutting and are now consid-
ering buying a machine to do
thi work in-house. Many
shops that already rnanufac-
ture gears are also unsure of
what to specify when it
comes to machine controls
and electrical y terns and
leave this important deci ion
up to the vendor. Pinally,
users who are considering
updating their machine con-
lrol sy terns should arm
themselves with some basic
knowledge in order to effec-
lively communicate their
needs \0 the machinery or
retrofit provider and 10 more
accurately compare compel i.-
live quotations.

Although the following
guidelines are specific to

gear hobbers. most of the
suggestion are also valid if
you arepecifying a hapmg,
gnnding or other gear finish-
ing machine.

Which A es WiHBe
Controjled by Ilhe CNC?

A "full" NC machine
win generally direct all ix
axes normally found in a

gear hobbcr. (See Fig. L)

.01 all C ' S control all six
axes. Make' lire you under-
stand which axe' ar,e COIl-

trolled by the C C and
which ones are manual. At a
minimum. a NCrnachine
should control the three most
important axes, the axial, ra-
dial and tangential slides.
Depending on your needs,
you can also automate the
hob spindle. hobhcad swivel
and worktable.

In general.r:he more axes
controlled by the CNC, the
more expensive the machine.
The trade-off of expense '\IS.

changeover lime depends on
the type of gear product" you
are generating. The more

changeovers you do and the
more intricate the parts yOli

manufacture, the more axes

est Ico'lumn willi 81nswer
your 'questions about
gear machiinery contlrDls
and eleetrieal systems ..
Send your questions
about CNe, soHwarle'
and machinery ellecUi-
call systems to Mission:
Controls. P. O. Box 1426,.
Ellk IGrove, It 60009 Dr
fax. them to 708:-431-1661·8:"

Peter IKovar
is the Vir'" President of
u.s. Tel'll Corporation
wrd a recognized author-
ity 011 CNC <lI'pli,·ulioflS.
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Hleat Treat
Especially for Gear Makers

Accurate gean need prectse heat trearment. AU the costly
p!aJlning &.hard work of maJhng a quality gear can be Ion by
improper heal' rreanng.

Merit Our Heat Treat. ..created to serve your gear heat [teat
requirements ... ltnowsgeari.ng and its heat treatment,

Next time don't gamble...call (he gear heat treaters.

Can Merit Gear Heat Treat,

1..800'..75..MERI'T
o Carburi~ and Harden

o NATCO Submersed Induction Hardening

o Compurerued Inducnon Hardening

o Metalhll,gical laboratory

o Special ired gear heat treaters - connnuouslv
improving with formal mining

OProcessconl1:o1s, S.P,C. assuring conststent qualirv

o MIL - I 4520SA

fMkiNrf6!~
,Heat Tre.'

crRCLE ,A-20 on READER REP!.. V CARD

YIOU FIILJLTHIEM OUT; WE :SEND, YOU :STUFF:
lIlT'S THAT :SIMlPIJE.

Between pages 16-17 and 32-33 you willi find our
Reader Respons'e and Subscription forms, Fill them
out and send them to us by mail! or fax to get infor-
mation from our advertisers and to keep your G,ear
Technofogvsulbscription current,

Don't be fooled by glitzy, high-tech, electronic sub-
stitutes. Grab your pen and try Basic Interactivilty. It's
the wave ofthe future.
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IMISSION:: CONTIROL.S _

f,ig. 11- Typlic.al 6-a_xjsmachine. X= radial;'i = tangential;
Z = axial:.: A =: hollhead swivel; 18 ,= hob spindle; C= worik.-
table. (Courtesy ot NUM Corporation. Used with permlsslen.)

chinery settings and calcu- log radio tuners) will over
late the cOI-reCIinput. In a lime "drift" out of tune. The

manufacture, the more axes
you will want automated.

You should dearly ex-
plain 1.0 your vendor what
type of parts. you are manu-
facturing so 111>11 he can sug-
gest the number of axes to
control. For example, if you
are using flexible manufac-
turing or culling multiple
gears on a long shaft, and
you are concemed with long
setup times, you will require
a full ix-axis CNC ma-
chine ..On the other hand, a
machine for automotive use
may not have the hobhead
swivel controlled by the
eNC, since it is usually cut-
ting only OIlC pari, and the
position of the hobhead may
not change for years.

Before you decide that a
particular axis can remain

manual for your application,
keep in mind that it is 1101

onlythe lime IiI takes for an
operator to change over the
machine thai you should
consider, A gear engineer
will need to specify the rna-

full CNC machine, the con-
trol automatically calculates
many of the more compli-
cated settings, CNC ma-
chines require fewer input
(makjng for fewer input er-
rors). since some of the in-
puts are calculated for you.
You will need simpler setup
sheels,~ewer IDols and spe-
cialized operator skills and
less changeover lime.

CNC machines have nu-
merous other automated fea-
tures. For example.jhe CNC
today can calculate from the
menu entrythe usable hob
length. how many parts can
be cut on the loaded hob and
automatically reposition the
hob to recut a workpiece.

Digital Versus Analog
Drive-and Motor

Digna] drive and motor

systems should he specified
whenever possible. The older
analog drives require peri-
odic maintenance that far
outweighs the higher up-
front cost of a digital system.

Analog drives (like ana-



result is that the machine
may not be able to make
quality parts or run at full
speed. Retuning the drives
requires a skilled technician
and i not normally at-
tempted by the maintenance
department. Digital drive do
not require periodic tuning
and run maintenance-free.

DC or BrLlshless
DC Motors

DC motors run on direct
current. They have a "com-
mutator' that changes the di-
rection of eJectric current. in
order to make a rotary mag-
netic field. which in tum
moves the motor. The com-
mutator is nothing more than
copper contacts wiLhbrushes.
These brushes willeventu-
ally wear OUI. especially if
the motor develops a leak or
is not sealed properly.

A brush less DC motor
has an electronic commuta-
tor that change the direction
of the electric current using
transistors (no brush con-
tact). These motors require
little or no maintenance.
(Some engineer argue thai. a
brushless DC motor is really
an AC motor because the

hand. the electric motors at-
tached to the machines re-
quire high voltage. current
and frequency. The CNC
therefore needs to send the
appropriate data to the
"drive" hardware to inter-
pret. amplify, filter and
"drive" the motor,

Absolute Scales
Modem CNC machines

are equipped with absolute
scales (optical, magnetic,
etc.), which give the ma-
chine a reference point for
positioning on the slide.
Without these scales, a ma-
chine will need to be taught
the home position whenever
it i. turned on. "Homing" is
the term for ending the ma-
chine slides to a known ref-
erence position. Most mod-
ern machines arc equipped
with absolute scales that will
remember the exact. position
of the machine. even if the
machine is turned off. In ad-
dition 1.0 eliminating the
need for homing. absolute
scales also increase the accu-
racy of the machine, The
cost of ab clute scales is
negligible. and in general
they hould be specified

transistor emulate the alter- whenever possible.
nating current.)

You should weigh the ad-
vantage of a maintenance-
free brush less DC motor
again t the lower cost of a tra-
ditional DC motor when
specifying your machine tool.

Drives
If you have a CNC sys-

tem, you have a drive. It is
an intermediary device that
helps the CNC system com-
municate with the electric
motors of the machine itself.
CNC systems are very low
power devices; on the other

Keep in mind that the
leading cause of machine
crashes is the incorrect man-
ual homing by the operator.
Operators must be trained to
manually home a machine
correctly if absolute scales
are not purchased. Tool or
fixture interference can some-
times make this task difficult.

Rotary Encoders
Many modern machines

come with built-in rotary
encoders. One difference
between scales and rotary
encoder is that rotary en-

Inspects to AGMAor
DIN standards with
computer analysis
Gear analysis is now simple and
accurate with our Double-Flank

Gear Roller and IBM compatible software. Inset shows 'Master
Gear rollingl with helical parallel axis component.
• Perform total composite, tootMo-tooth, nick,

and runout analyse.
• Display component tolerances and analysis results.
• Computer indicates our-or spec values .
• Analysis wilhAGMA or DIN Standard.
For FREE brochure, circle reader service number.
For FASTaclion, call 513/859·8273 or FAX 513/859-4452.=- M&.M PRECISION

~. SV.ST.EMS CO .. ..., .. A.TTON

AN ACME -CLEVELAND COMPANY
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35850 INDUSTFlIA ..L IROAD
LfVONIA. MICH IGANI481S0
(3131 591·6036

LJ..!L. IBECKER' COMPANY

BA~CHT'EMPER
F'URI_. ]ACES,

SPCECIFICATIONS

Keallng GilslE~ctnc
Gas . 550.000 BTU Burner
fM ApprQYOd
f~ 90KW i'l!lll H.ot"
Sire· 36".48".30"I30"iOI8"';]()·
G< load ' 4OOOIIXIXI.
Temp Range 350 of ~
Il50 Of + (-15 Of
InsulatiOn· CeramIC, Flbe:f
DooI· Air Oporl!O<l
Fin .. 6COO CfH. 75 HP _
l'Iug_
IleartII . M<1I Ri1i!5 ond R.....
Inslru-nenIl k. Spoortiod
RoaJnIeI - 0pI1D!I>I
1IImDS!Jh"" - C!D>na1
Goo"'" OUl_""
aompil:ible' wnh most
rniiJ1ufadl.m!lrS COnslJUdlOn IS

hoiY'(du1Vfunl 1i\lO
CompetllM1~ i'r d

In addftion to this we manufacture a full line of heat treating lurnaces
for brazing s~nlenng batch r;8tbutizlrig, atmosphere generators, car
bottoms and conunuous lines.

Quailly HeU 1h!.'lnll Companen's " Equipment.
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JOINI US AT THE "FIRST'"

Iinternational Confe.r,ence on Induc1ion
Hardened Gears and Critical Components

May 15., 16, 17, 1995

University Conference Center and Hotel
Indiana University/Purdue University

Indianapolis, Indiana
USA

Sponsored IBy
Electric Power Research lnsthute
Center for Materials Fabrication

and
Gear Research Institute

For Further Information Please Contact
Sharon Schaefers~!',~'~O'~_

'Giear ~tfJ,j Research, Iinstitute

1801 Maple Avenue'
IEvanston, IL 60201

708/491-5900, 708-4911-5986 FAX

CIRCL.E A·24 on READER REPt.V CARD

Process lndustries, a leader in the manufacture 01 Custom
Gears, is now offering a gear and hob inspection service,
Using our state-or-me-en M & Me Gear Analyzer allows
geometMcai analysis of gear characteristics as well as diagnOSIs
and troubleshooting of gear problems.
Gear Iinspection Iinciudes:
Profile (Involute) Form
Tooth Alignment (lead)
Tooth Spacing Variation
Pitch Une Run-out
Evaluation
Outside Diameter Run-out
Let us help you prove tile quality 01your gears or hobs.
2 day inspection standard.
Rush Inspection provides 24 hour turn around.
We also Sharpen Hobs!
38GO N. Rjyer Road '. Schiller Park, IL &1117,6

Hob Inspection Includes:
Flute Lead
Thread Lead
Pressure Angle
Sharpening

For More Information Gall
- The Companies Of11800-8601'11631 Process Indusl1'les

C'IACLE A·25, on READER IREPt. Y CARD
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coders are more rigid and
dependable. Scales still re-
quite some maintenance (oc-
casional cleaning), although
new technologies are being
introduced to make scales as
maintenance-free as rotary
encoders. An absolute scale
will give you more accuracy
on the machine because the
measurement of the slide i
direct. Tile rotary encoder
mea 'lues the lide po ilion
indirectly as a factor of tile
turning of the ball screws.

the screen size.lhe software
may not display properly
without a costly rewrite.

Color screens are gener-
ally easier to use than mono-
chrome screens. Make sure
that tile oftware you pur-
chase use the color capabil-
ity wisely. Warnings. data
input screens, help screens,
erc., should use color intu-
itively to convey important
information and reduce the
number of input errors,

AI.Imajor CNC mannfac-
Modem rOlary encoder and rurer are offering a color

the. creen lze can be in- part), yau should di CllSS

creased later if nece sary. If ~ with your vendor what data
you later decide [0 increase . input options are available.

CNC· can even correct the
inherent errors in the ball-
screw .. During the rnanufac-
wring proce s, the machine
tool builder can "teach" the
C C where the errors are in
the ball crew and compen-
sale for the e errors. The
only problem with this cor-
rection is that. it is not can-
sistent over the Iif clime of
the machine. As the ball-
screw mounting bracket
loosen or the screws gel. out
of position.uhe machine's
error correction will come
out 0.1' alignment The error
ccmpensarion can be car-
reeled in the field. but again,
this is 0.1.11 of tile area of ex-
pertise of most gear shops.

Screen Type and Si,ze
This is not a minor is ue

and should be eli cussed with
your supplier, A you might
guess, the bigger the better
as far as screen size is con-
cerned, Larger screens gen-
erally result in reduced eye
strain and fewer screen to
nip between because more
information i displayed per
screen, Do not as ume Ihat

matrix flat screen option to
the more traditional cathode
ray tube. These screen. are
limited in size for now and
are quite expen ive. Ma-
chine vendor may use thi
type of screen when they
mount screens on machinery
with space limitations or in
an effort to. make the ma-
chine mare ergonomic.

The mounting of the
screen hould also be di -
cussed with your vendor.
Depending an the Iype of
machine, you may wish to
have the screen mounted on
the machine or electrical
cabinet or on a pendent. You
should also consider the
possibility of the vendor
providing some type of hand
wheel device for datu input

and machine setup. Give
some weight to ergonomics
when analyzing your total
system 'costs. Ask: the vendor
for a layout of how the fin-
ished product will look.

Data Input
If you plan to input large

amounts of data (say you are
a job shop making many



Some manufacturers offer a
full "QWERTY" keyboard
option. These typewriter-
style keyboards are much
less cryptic and easier to use
than the multipurpose key-
pads that are usually part of
a standard CNC. A pointing
device or mouse may also be
helpful on orne systems ..

If you are interested in
loading part, process and
tooling data from a central
computer, ask for a quote on
a DNC (direct numerical
control) option. Additional
hardware and software may
be required.

You should also ask your
vendor how the C C system
is to be backed up. Some
vendors use diskettes: others
may use PCMC]A cards or
back up the systems using
the RS232 or DNC port. The

specifying limit switches is
akin to buying an expensive
electrical device and not pro-
tecting it with a low-cost fuse.

Mechanical Variable
Speed Drives

If you are purchasing an
older machine and retro-
fining it with a modern con-
trol, one problem you may
need to address is whether
to have the variable speed
drives replaced with a CNC-
controlled motor.

A mechanical variable
speed drive is generally used
to mechanically control the
main spindle speed (from
pre-CNC days), and in the
past was also used for the
feed drives. Variable speed
drives are high-maintenance
items and should be replaced
with a direct drive motor
whenever possible. Depend-

media i not reallythat im- ing on how you size the
portant, but the method you
use to back up the system
should be straightforward.

Limit Switdles
Be certain the machine

you are buying has emer-
gency stop limit switches ..
Some manufacturers omit
these safety devices in an ef-
fort to lower the cost of the
machinery. Even machines
equipped with absolute en-
coders can sometimes lose
their memory if the backup
battery fails. In this ease the
machine w:i]] need to be re-
homed. If this is not done
properly. you can damage
the machine. Limit switches
on key slides win save you
money. The cost is low,
about $100 per axis. Over
the life of the machine. these
low-cost Iimi .• switches will
save you money even if you
have only one crash. Not

motor. a retrofitted machine
may have reduced cutting
torque and horsepower at [ow
speeds compared to a me-
chanical variable speed drive.

A simple alternative to a
variable speed pindle i a
lower cost. fixed-speed main
spindle. Thi is an accept-
able alternative for some
simple application, but for
multiple cutting cycles or
complex curting cycles, you
will need to change the spin-
dle speed. 0

Tell Us What YouThink...1f yol.l
found this article of interest
andlor useful, please circle
Reader Service Number A.-134.

Let Process Industries, a leader in the manufacture of
Custom Gears, do your gear grinding for you!
Using Reishauer RZ-300 and PZP:s, Process Gear can
finish-grind external gears per your specifications:
'Oapabilities Iinciude: 4 DP to 48 DP

7 Tooth and Up
U,II to 12" OD

GNG Gear Analysis provides documentation of gear
quality as well as in process control.
Call today and let Process Gear put their 50 years of
gear production experience to work for you.

Please call SOO·S60·1631 today, for more information,
or ,FAXyour prints to,70S·671-fSS40.

3860 N. River Road • Schiller ParK,.IL 60176

For More lntormetiot: Ca.ll

1 800 86
The Companres Of

• • 0'1631 Process Industries
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ENCYCL10PEIDIC IDIC1110NARY
OF GElRS AND 'GEARING
David W. South and.Richard H. Ewert
This first encyclopedic dictionary ever on gear
II tethnology offers (ontise definitions of thou-

sands 01 terms you use in YOUI everyday work-
plus hundreds 01 {lisp me(hanical drawings.
MJJ.Om96.o / 4161K19tS / 250 ilMtraliom /554.50
(Honkovllf)

DUDLEY/S GEAR HANDBOOK
The Design, Manufadure, ond

.Applicotion'1of GeDrs
. Second Edition, D.P. Townsend'

The brand new edition of the dcssie features new
I(haplers on the latest Lngear rutting, induding

computer numericclconlT()1... lubrication ... finish-
ing ... cnd 0 great deDImore.
0.07·017903-4 / I,O~Opogti/ 6~1 ihtraliom! 582-50
(Horrlcartf)

lnilallle at yar kKGIlIoobtorl". tol-trte It \·100-722-4726

OI(H!p~SffVe;,!;OAtH 01.111_.._ ,: 70007.lj~I@(o~puurr._.e,tOlJl'nJ"ul ~ '!'"
.catalog III ,uRl.;goplttr:/ /1fIfg«JwJnfar.tom:SOOO' Ilt"!i
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IIRun a l/Bth page ,ad in Gear f,echnoJogy's Job Shop/lieat Treat I
]
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

pages. Take advantage of the on'ly magazine directed exclusille-
Iy to the gearing industry. Corporate Executives, Production,
Manufacturing, Design, R&D and Quality Engineers, along with
Purchasing and Marketing Executives 'rom 50+ key industries
read and lespondto ads in every issue of Geal Technology.

We'll run 50 words of copy and your company logo for just
S5OO...and we'll do all the work. The deadline for our May/June
Job Shop/Heat Treat pages is March 20.L ~

Calli 708-43 7-6GO'4todlay to, reserve your spa,e:e.
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TECHNICAL CALENDAR

IMarch 9-11
AGMA 79th Annual Meeting,
Loews Ventana Canyon Resort,
Tucson. AZ., This year s theme
is "Restructuring for the 21 st
Century." For more inforrna-
tion,call (703) 684-02 I] or fax
(703) 684-0242.

April 4-5
SME Course. Statistical Proces
Control for Gears, SME Head-
quarters, Dearborn, Mt Two-
day course covers metrology,
SPC basics, gear applications"
problem solving and more .. Case
studies included. For more infor-
mation call Susan Mahilik. (3]3)
271-[5(~), x384.

Apriil ,/Hi
American Pf'auter/Pfatuer-Maag
Gear Ckinic, Loves Park. IL. A
3-day clinic on modem method.
applications and hardware in
spur and helical gear manufac-
turing and measurement Contact
Connie Mclntosh at (815) 282-
3000 xB6 or by fax at (815)
282-3075.

Apri111D-14
AOMA Training School for Gear
Manufacturing. Spring Session.
Daley College, Chicago. It.
Basic training for gear manufac-
turing. Call AOMA at (703) 684-
0211 or (ax (703) 684-0242. 0

Gear Technology
Emplloyee 'Executions:
Yesterday in the parking lot, by
falling on her blue pencil, the edi-
tor who mis-identified Joe Arvin
of Arrow Gear in our last issue.
Mr. Arvin is the president of
Arrow Gear Company in Downers
Grove, IL We apologize to Mr.
Arvin and r'egret any inconve-
nienee to our readers.



SWitch to ADI
for real

performance
benefits:

• Lower material
costs

• Lower machin-
ing costs

.' Lower heat
trieating 00SIs

• Lower proouct
weight

•' Improved noise
dampening

• Improved
tmpact strength

ADVERTISING

Cut your teeth on
ADI material ...

andl wa.lc'h your numbers, i'mprove ••,.most lof all, vour profits.
John Keough" Presidenl

Applied Process. Inco:rporated
Uvoniia, IMli1chligan/Os1hkosh Wisconsi,n

ADI (Al,/J'temperedDuctile Iron) is the result if a
high tech isothemUll II at t1l!at Pl'Ocessperjormed
with yeal'S if experience and expertise by Applied
Prrx:ess. Inc. to improve the plvperties of ductile inm.
Lower material costs

Less oostlythan forged or cast steel. a ductile
ironcas.ting typically costs half the price per
pound of steel castings and forgings.
Lower muchining oos1s

Ferritic ductile iron castings have better
machinability than even leaded or free machining
steel. plus ductile iron can be cast 10 nearer net
shape. requiring I metal removal and less materi-
alpurchased,
Lower product weight

Ductile iron. contninlng I(} 13% graphite. is
W% less dense than teel. pennitting the same
hapedgear [0 weigh. 1,'()t'.7£less. anolher cost saver.

Lower beat treat costs
Auslempering heal ireaanern generallyeosrs

less than typical carburizing and hardening heat
treattnenl and produ es a. higher degree of ullifor-
m.iryand predictable growth. fl's alse the k.ey to
ductile iron's transformation into a new material,
llmproved noise dampening

The lO%grapm.te in the AVI matrix substan-
tially improves the noise dampening coefficient .
fOl1' quieterrunning gears.
lmpro ed inlpad strength

ADI has better impact strengthjhan carbur-
ized and hardened steel at any temperature and
provides oomparable faligue and wear resistance.
1)pica) Gear Applieations

. - Gears are being produced in ADI material
from a few grams to several, tons in weight:

• Automotive timing gears, ring and pinion
gears and other dilTerelltial gears

• Industrial face, spur, bevel and bull gears
• Construction equipmeatgears

ADJ is also being applied in gears for agricultural,
heavy truck. milroad and maritime equipment

Applied~l1OOess, Inc, based in Livonia, Ml,
began as the research division of Atmosphere
Furnace Company. developers and builders of
heat treating equipment. AFC's re eareh into
improving heat treating processes centered on the
fundamental technology of the austempering
process. AppliedProce • Ine, was formed from
this research to provide contract heat treating ser-
vices keyed to the austempering of ductile iron. Its
team of management and technical. professionals
will continue to innovate in !he metalworking
field and has already ex.panded with a new plant
inWlSOonsin and a foreign licensee in Australia.

Applied. Process invites you to write or phone
for further infonnation about the cost-slashing,
profit-building capabilities that A.DI can apply to
your bu ines .

APPU8D PROCESS. INC.
1.2238 Newburgh Rd.
UfVON-IA, MI 48150'

AP WES:rSHORE. INC.
4000 County !Road X
OSHKOSH. Wl 54904
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SERVICE

,GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SEIRVICES

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to .27.5' P.O., 3.5 O. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23 [l.ick Road Depew, NY 14043

Phone (716,1684-3811
Fax (716l 6B4-1717
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SERVICE

SCHREM HYDRAULIC
LOCKNUT REPAIR

Schrem Hydraulic Locknuts can
be repai red and recal ibra ted .
JRM International, Inc .. the
North American Partner of Albert
Schrem,GmbH. offers sales,
repair services, product develop-
ment, and training on. the use of
Schrem locknuts.

JRM International" Inc.
1214 Shappert Dr.

Rockford, [L 61 I 15
Tel: 815·282·9.330
Fax: 815-282-9150
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I
PFAUTERMMAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED
I

PARTNERSHIP
I

• HOB SHARPENING

• SHA VING CUTTER GRINDING

• T.I.N. COATING SERVICE

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE

PFAUTER-MAAG CUT1'ING TOOLS
1351 Windsor Road, P.O'. Box 2950

Loves Park, IL 61132·2950.
Phone (815) 877-8900

Fax (815) 877-0.264

II G,EA.R INISPECTIION
UP'IGRA.DIE

CIRCLE A·32 on. READER REPLY CARD

If you are not using the latest IBM
compatible "user-friendly" ROTO-
SMART package for your gear
testers, composite testers, lead
testers, radliners, and other inspse-
tion systems, you need us!

With this service, which meets
AGMA standards, you will have the
latest in gear technology.

We can also supply a new RC-400
G,ear Inspection System.

ICaIl1-800-B75-ROTO
or Fax us at (5131865-0656

IROm~TiECHN:OlOGV, INIC,.
351 Fame Road, Dayton. OH
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HELP WANTED

I

GEAR RESEARCH GIROUP

MANlAGE.RWANTED
to oversee systematic research
011 g,ears at SIRL, Northwestern
University; conduct research pro-
jects; and act as Director of the
Gear Research Institute, Mini-
mum of ten years experience in
gearing., marketing, and research
management.

SubmIt resume to
IRa.ymonc:ll R.IFessler
IBIRL, Northwestern Unii;vers:ity,
1801 Maple, Evanston, It 60201

PROJECT ENGINEER
Requires thorough knowledge of advanced

g~~r deslgn: stress analysis; bearing and seal
apptlcmlcn: checking engineering drawings for
correctness. tolerances, fils and assembly: writing
lest prognuns, inspecting hardware and document-
ing the results for the production qualification of
new gear case components; liaison with manufac-
turing; material selection and failure-alloy and
stai nless steel and aluminum; and project rnunnge-
rnent. Requires good working knowledge of gear
manufacture, gear inspection. production machin-
ing, die casting, lubrication, mechanics and per-
sonal computer usage.

M uSI have 5~7 years experience in design and
development of small (0.75/4.00 dia.) high perfor-
mance spiral bevel gears assembled il110 thin
walled aluminum housings. Engineering Degree
required.

MERe RY MARl E
Dtrecmr, Human Resource Servic ~

P,O, Box 1939
Fond du Lac, WI 54936·1939

Rate: Line Clas ified~$30 per Hne.!l lines per inch. $240 minimum. Classified Display (3" min.): lX~$525, 3X-$495. 6X~$465. Additional per
inch: IX-$J75, 3X-$J65, 6X- 155. Gear Tectmology will sci type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad al no extra charge.

Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or Visa/MaslerCard/American Express number and expiration date to: Gear Tech-
Ilo/ng)" P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Cornmisslonr No agency commission on classifieds. Material's Deadline: Ads must be
received by the 25th of the 1110nth, two months prior to publication, Acceptance: Publisher reserves (he right 10 accept or reject classified advertise-
ments at his discretion.
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HEAT TREATING
r---------, I

Contour Iinduction
Halrdeniing Speciaillists

Spur, helical and bevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 3 NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
CNC-controllHd gear scanning
machines. We can aliso tool to
me et any production need.
Write for a frea brochure.

American IMetal1Treating 'Company
1043 East '62"0 Street
Cleveland, Or! 441'03

1(216) 431-4492
Fax: (2JI6)1431-15'08

INSPECTION

Gages for Gears & Sp'llines
-Custom Gage Desig,n

·Off The Shelf PO Gages
,·Gage Tooling & Spare Parts

ALPHA IPRECISION.INC.
11500 Rockfield Court,
Cincinnati,Ohio 45241

Tel (513) 772·11266
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A HOTSPOT
Anywhere in

Ge81 Techn%gy
your ad appears

• Display
• Classified

• literature Marl
• Job Shop

Don't miss out.
Call (108) 431-6604

for details.

t
HYDRAUliC Cijum AND ARlOI!

I:~t~~mI~~~

UlTiRA Precision Tooling:
.00012" (3!!m) or less is the
total indicated runout for the
Hydraulic Chucks and Arbors
shown in this new Schunk
Intec catalog. Schunk arbors
are commonly used in gear
manufacturing and testing
applications, and Schunk.
chucks are used in Vi wide
army of applications, from
boring to milling, where accu-
racy and 1001 life must be opti-
mized. For more information
Of 10 receive a, free catalog,
call 1-800-772-4865.
CIRCI..E READER SERVICE #37

C.... hl •
•,t d.
Consls"
'lhal~.
Re Ily
C.oU-

:Cool!er ICarbiide Grinding
Ernst Winter & Son. Inc.,
introduces its Reptilla™
grinding wheel, offering supe-
rior consistency for greater
process control, less mainte-
nance and less downtime in
the toolroom. Its unique bonds
provide cooler grinding and
longer life for dry grinding
carbide on standard 1001 and
cutler grinders. Specs on
available wheels included in
new flyer.
Ernst Win~er &. Son, Inc.
Call (803) 834-4145
CIRCLE READE:R SERV,ICE #39'

._~~I ; .'f.!
«. I~

""roda.cil",
On-Title-Job Training

for Entry·L,evll Melt Treate rs
r,., __ ....... ~ •• __

=--_::~_7==____ ._--.. tt.._. __
...,~,..... ~-_\ - -'"
:.:--::::~ .... III;; "' _

rt.' .... _ .. _. _ .. _ .,..,

... f~ ...... IIW ..... ,_ ...._._---~-..-~..-._' 1__ .. _,."..--........-.- -.-~...... '-_ -~~-"-' ........

Video~Train Hea.t lreaters .
lntroducting 'On-the-Job Train-
ing for Entry-Level Heat
Treaters. A heat treating shop
can be a challenging place for
the novice. This 5-videotape
series from ASM International
covers the basics in real-world
tenn . They're c.asy to under-
stand. and only $49.95 each.
To order. call Marc
at m.-8IilO-336-5152. ext, (;13.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE #38

The Complet,e ,GiearBook
Gear Geometry & Applied
Theory, by Faydor L. Litvin,
covers the modern theory of
gearing. geometry, design and
computerized simulation of
meshing and contact for
almost all, gears; the geometry
for face-gear drives, double
ci rcu Iar-arc he lical gears;
CNC applications and new
approaches for 1001 design,
Prentice·Hall, [994. $72.00.
To order call (800) 947·7700.
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• ADDENDUM

The Second Edition ...

G,earinglfor Munchkins
Gene Kasten. president of Repair

Parts. Inc .. of Rockford, IL. is the
proud owner of a miniature Barber-
Colman hobber, the only one of its
kind in the world; The machine. a replica
of the old B-C "A" machine, was buill
between 1933 and 194,]by W. W. Dick-
over, who devoted 2,640 hours of his
pare time to the project.

The machine. made from ca t alu-
minum, rainless steel and bronze, was
built to scale from the original draw-
ings of the fun-sized machine. Driven
by a lin hp motor, the miniature "A"

weighs 19 lbs, ~t's
l31/2" long. 6"
wide and 11.1/2"
high. The maxi-
mum travel of the
hob slide is 2".
and the work size

is 21J4" diameter x 2" face x 40 DP or
finer. The machine will cut spur and
helical gears and spline shafts.

The 8-year project was something
of a hobbyist'S tour de force. Dick-
over. a toolmaker and later ;:1 salesman
for Barber-Colman. reduced the draw-
ing . to [16th size himself and made
everyone of the 642 part, with the

Let There Be Ligbtbulb Jokes

If you thought these were as passe as Madonna. you're wrong. Some of the latest
I circulating on the Internet, according to Wired magazine, the hot chronicler of
, cybernews, 'include:

Q: How many q/c te tel's does il take to change a ligbtbulb'!
A: We just noticed tire mom was dark; we don't actllollyfi't: tire problem,

Q: How many shipping department perSi)nneli does il take to change a lighlbull>?
A: We con change the Ug/II/mlh ill seven fa 1('11 working days, bu: if yo II call before
2 [I.m. and pay all extra $15. IoI'C call gel' the bulb changed overnight.

exception of the castings and the
gears, in his basement workshop. He
also made his own cutting tool to pro-
duce parts for the machine.

The bobber actually works. Dick-
over cui a 48-pitch. 48-lootl1 gear with
adjacent tooth spacing that checked to
within .0003" and non-adjacent spac-
ing to within .0004".

The machine is on display at
Repair Parts, Inc ..Call 815-968-4499
for mereinfcrrnatien.

M'ark This P,lace
U.S. Patent No. 5.,3H ,835 was issued
to Horace Knowles for hi Placelvlark,
which the inventor say is state-of-the-
art in bookmarks. For those of us who
havetrouble remembering where we

'_0_11
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left the book, much less where on the
page we . topped reading. the Place-
Mark ha "Odd" printed on one side
and "Even" on the other, The lOP third
of each side is a scale marked "top 1/4,
1/2, 3/4." Thebookmark is inserted so
that it indicates to the memory-
impaired reader whether to start read-
ing on the odd or even numbered page
and how far down the page to begin.
Knowles predicts that the PlaceMark,
"has the potential of changing forever
the way m.any millions of readers
marktheir place in a book." Mlaybe.

Solutions
H you're still struggling with the
answer to our "Puzzling Scale ."
relax. Try the following algebraic
solution. Let: b=weight of a bottle;
g""weight of a glass; peweight of a
pitcher; s;;;;;;weigl1tof a aucer, Each
weight now can be represented by an
equauoa, (I) b+g""p; (2) b""g+s; (3)
21>"'3s. We want to find b=:?g, Trans-
formequation (3) to (2/3)p=s. Replace
(2/3)p for s in equation (2), and we get
b=g+(2/3)p. Can this equation (4),
Simplify this equation and solve for b
in term of g,. giving b=5g. Therefore,
5 glas es balance I. ooul.e.O



Completely Automatic
Dressing ,and Grinding

Gleason's CNC Spur and
Helical Gear Grinder provides
completely automatic dressing and
grinding cycles/lo maximize
production rates, wheel life, and
gear quality while eJiiminating
dressing guesswork, lJtilizing: the
threaded-wheel generating process,
you get continuously voricble
wheel speeds from 0-2500' rpm,
for prooess Aexibility, 8.axis CNC
letsyou minimize initia'l setup and
subsequent changeover lime.

We al'so offer a,5-oxis eNC
chamfering/deburring rncchlne
and a CNC honing machine, as
well as our 130-year leadership, in
machines for bevel/hypoidgears.
Backed with worldwide support.
Call l'-8Q0.6d3-2770 or your
Gleason ,regional soles manager.

'THiE WH10L,E TOO'T,H ••,.
ANID NOTHIN'G, BUT' THE: T'O'OT'H,.

"These teeth need high-speed
hobbing with high accuracy.

Get a Gleason 125GH Hobber."

"With this gear, automatic
threaded-wheel eNC grinding
is the way to go. Get a Gleason
TAG40Q,"

I

S,pu.1'and Helical Gear
Manufacturing TKhno'logy

Ilf you hob and/or grind
precision gears, Gleason machines
cangiYe, youfasler production
response, higher quality assurance,
I'ower tooling costs, and more parts
per hour per machine. For starters,
there's our high.rigidity CN:C
hobbers. . .

IHigh~Volume Hobbing •••
iin SmaU Quantities

Now you concemblne high
speedend high eccureey, with
foda.y's need for fasl changeover
and versa.lility. All in one ,afford-
eble, highly-rigid CNC ho'bber that
you can run wei or dry ..Use of
mu:lli-gash hobs let you reduce cui"
Hngcycle times..And tool~free hob
change (in seconds] gives you
high-uptime batch run capability.

"Gleason's ONG chamfering!
deburring machine is made
for this job. n

PHOENIX 1250H 6-Axls CNe Hobber

The Gleason Works, 1000 UniversityAve" Rochester, NY 14692·2970
(710) 473·1000 FAX:[7161461-4348

CIRCLE A-6 Oil! RE.ADER SEFIVlCE 'C.ARO

Gleason



nducfion He,a't Treating ,So'lufions
Let Us Pro'vide One' For Yo,u...

Pick and Place. Here's an opportu-
nity to lower direct labor costs and
have the buill in versatility to handle
a variety ot parts wHhout expensive
retooling. Using simple pick and place
movements" cylindrical parts can be'
induction hardened with consistently
high quality. Here, reaction shafts are
hardened at the rate 01 300 parts per
hour. Simp'le yet effectiv·e.

ScanPalk., A versatile vertical
scanner thai allows the user to
harden shaft-fike parts from cam-
shafts to twdraul,ic pistons, ScanPak
Is,availab'le 'in nine different con.lg:-
uranons. in power ratings IUp to
800 KW, infrequencies to 50 KHz.
Whether you need single spindle,
dual spindle, or twin drive, there is
a ScanPak ,exacUy suited for you.
ScanPak comes equipped with
microprocessor-based machine'
control, integral heal station, and
with spindle, sizes up to 60·.

Ultra-Case gear hardeningl-your
answer to ca.rburii.zingl.Ultra-Case is
a high speedl method lor contour gear
hardening. lit provides the user with
the, ability 10 surface harden gears at
production line speeds while, at the
same lime il solves dimensionall
distortion problems.

LeI Ajax help make your next heat treat project a success. Write to: Ajax Magnethermic
Corp., 1745 Overland Avenue, Warren, Ohio 44482, Call loll-free 1-800·547·1527,
Fax (.21!6)372-8644 or in Canada call (905) 663-4980.

The Way The World Inducts i:tsB.. 5;n..n .. , ...... , .... , ....

WARREN. OHIO USA / TORONTO. CANADA / UNITED KINGDOM / CARACAS. VENEZUELA I SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
SEOUL, KOREA I MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA I BILBAO. SPAIN / TOKYO. JAPAN / FRASER. MICHIGAN
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